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AMONG the stars signed. by Roy Fox for his new band,
which starts a countrywide tour next week, are 17 -year -

old drummer and vibraphonist Victor Feldman, Afro -Cubist
trumpeter Jo Hunter, bassist Lennie Bush and tenor-saxist

Pat Bateson.

MUSICIANS PLAN The band will be known as
Roy Fox and his Whispering, Rhythm.

The remainder of the person-
nel is Bert Annable (pno.), Ray
Dempsey (gtr.), Judy Joy and
Janet Webster (vets.) and a five -
piece string section led by Jerry
Parry.

'MODERN NM
Seven musicians met in the

West End of London last week
to discuss the formation of a
modern counterpart to the
NFJO.

All seven are among the top -
rank instrumentalists of the
modern school. Two are band-
leaders: two. " MM " Poll -win-
ners; one, a vice-president of the
NFJO.

There was much criticism of
the NFJO's handling of Festival
Jazz Week, and in particular the
Festival Hall concert.

Discussions were only prelim-
inary, and at the end of the
meeting it was decided to con-
tact all those who took an active
part in the presentation of
modern jazz : bandleaders, musi-
cians. etc.

A further meeting, to which
all these will be invited, is being
arranged.

Stokowski listens
to Afro -Cubists
World-famous conductor Leo-

pold Stokowski heard the groups
of Kenny Graham and Ronnie
Ball at Studio '51 on Wednesday
night, and said : " The music is
very interesting."

Accompanied by his wife, the
former Gloria Vanderbilt.

. Stokowski spent half an hour in
the club, his presence unknown
to the fans who milled around
him. Also with him were Decca's
Hufh Mendl and " MM's " Max
Jones.

Stokowski expressed a liking
for Graham's percussion, and
both he and his wife were very
impressed by Dicky Devere's
drumming.

The conductor declined to talk
while the groups were playing.
In one interval he said, " The
music is very interesting, but I
think some of those boys would
have sounded better if they
didn't have so many musical
degrees and things."

Told that trumpeter Jo Hunter
had been to the Royal College of
Music, he lifted a surprised eye-
brow " . . and it didn't spoil
him." he said.

While at the '51. the visitors
heard Graham's " Good Bait,"
" Grey Hambo." " Skylon " and
" Keen And Peachy," and Ball's
" 52nd Street Theme," " Some-
body Loves Me " and " Indiana."

Welsh opening
Victor has been playing for

Ralph Sharon and Norman
Burns, recording on Esquire and
Melodisc and appearing as a
soloist on television. Jo Hunter,
son of famous actor Ian Hunter,
has leapt to recognition with
Kenny Graham.

Lennie Bush has been free-
lancing, with Ronnie Scott's
Quartet, etc. Pat Bateson has
played for most of the touring
bands. Bert Annable comes from
Manchester and has recently

(Continued on page 6)

The Saints come
driving in

On August 3, a 27 -year -old
nine -seater Rolls-Royce, seven
feet high, will leave Manchester
on its way to London. Within
will be the members of the
Saints Jazz Band; on the roof
will be their instruments. With
a stop -off at the Victoria Ball-
room, Chesterfield, for a dance
that evening, they expect to
reach London the following day.

Then they will begin a three-
day jazz club visit to the Lon-
don Jazz Club on August 4, the
Wood Green Jazz Club on
August 5. and the London Jazz
Club again on August 6.

They have been booked into
these clubs by the Wilcox
Organisation as a result of their
success at the Royal Festival
Hall Concert of July 14.

(Continued on page 6)

ALTOIST PHILLIPS
JOINS FRANK WEIR

Noted alto-saxist Jimmy Phil-
lips has joined Frank Weir at
Churchills, replacing Eric Ent -
whistle.

He will be heard broadcasting
with the band tomorrow (28th).
3-3.30 p.m., Light.

INCORPORATING
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RABIN BAND BOOKED FOR SEASON
AT STRAND LYCEUM

1 RHYTHM

NEVA SINGS A
BLUE NOTE

Neva Raphaello sings a blues
into the telephone. At the
other end of the line is the
manager of Chicago's Blue
Note. Result : Neva will ap-
pear at the Blue Note this
autumn. (Full story on p. 6.)

Band's first London residence
for twelve years

FOR the first time for nearly twelve years, Oscar
Rabin and his Band are to play a resident engage-

ment in London. The entire touring and broadcasting
band will appear at the Lyceum Dance Hall, in the
Strand, for a season, commencing on November 5.

The band will play every afternoon and evening, except
Monday, when it will have a day off. Oscar's last resident

the Hammersmith Palais and was
brought to an end by the out-
break of war in 1939.

There is one change in Oscar's
trombone section, Charlie Mes-
senger replacing Jack Walters.
The other trombonists are Ken
Wray and Tommy Cook. Charlie
Messenger, who comes from Eric
Winstone at Butlin's, Pwllheli,
joined Oscar on Monday (23rd)
at the Grafton Rooms, Liverpool.

engagement was at

Decca launch new
strict -tempo ork

ANEW and ambitious strict -
tempo dance orchestra has

been formed in London by
famous ballroom dancing cham-
pion and former dance -band
musician Wally Fryer.

It comprises four saxes, three
violins, trumpet, two pianos,
bass and drums, and will make
non -vocal discs strictly for
dancers.

The new outfit is already
under contract to Decca and cut
its first sides for the company
on Wednesday (25th. The
orchestra is also booking many
priyate dates for the winter.

Before achieving success as a
dancer, Wally Fryer played
drums and sax.

News from Harry
Vocalist Marion Davis, who

recently married Eric Winstone
tenorist Ronnie Keen, is at pre-
sent with her husband at
Pwllheli, but remains under
contract to Oscar Rabin.

News from Oscar's partner,
compere and conductor Harry
Davis, who is on a visit to his
vocalist daughter Beryl in
America, is that he has been ill
with internal trouble, but,
following a period in hospital,
is now well and about again.

Roy Fox signs four modernists for
Whispering Rhythm

AT

FOREMAN FIRST
SILVERSTONE

Last Saturday at Silverstone,
BBC producer John Foreman
entered his 1923 Bentley in
two events at the Bentley
Drivers' Club meeting. Com-
peting for the first time, he
came second in the Sprint
race and won the five -laps

Handicap for 3 -litre cars.
Former " Jazz Club" pro-
ducer Mark White (now Pro-
duction Manager of Empress
Hall) took this shot of John
(one of his successors on the
programme) standing by his
victorious Red Label "Bent."

AMBROSE AND CAVEZ
HOLIDAY FROM CIRO'S

Ciro's Club is to close for two
weeks from August 4 to 20 while
the staff take a summer holiday.

It is understood that when
the Club reopens the music will
again be supplied by Ambrose
and Francisco Cavez.

Mona Baptiste off
on Continental tour
Mona Baptiste is leaving

Britain next Tuesday (31st) for
a nine -month cabaret tour on
the Continent. She opens on
August 1 at the " Flying Dutch-
man," Amsterdam, where she
will stay for a month.

After that, dates in Brussels
and Rome will keep her busy
until she goes into the Nouvelle
Eve in Paris for a six months'
engagement.

(Registered at the G.P.0.1
I as a Newspaper EVERY FRIDAY - 6d.

BAKER CUTS FIRST PARLO. SIDES

The Kenny Baker band cut
its first sides for Parlophone
last Tuesday, and in this
session picture Kenny is seen
chatting with vocalist Joan
Brook and pianist Dave
Milne, newcomers to the
group. Titles cut were "I
Can't Get Started" and
" I Only Have Eyes For You."

BALL AND KINSEY

IN DOUBLE WEDDING
PIANIST Ronnie Ball and

drummer Tony Kinsey, who
are close friends and reside to-
gether, will participate in a
double wedding at Caxton Hall.
Westminster, on August 11.

Ronnie, who is with Frank
Weir at Churchills, is to marry
actress Pam Wellard. Tony.
who has just left Johnny Dank -
worth to join Jack Nathan at
the Cocoanut Grove, will wed
book-keeper Pat Dawes.

Both girls are Londoners.

Geraldo's Embassy
Band to play in
glow of Skylon

FROM tomorrow (Saturday)
there will be open-air danc-

ing provided by Geraldo's Em-
bassy Band at the Festival of
Britain South Bank site on two
nights a week.

Directed by drummer Cecil
Black and led by violin-clarinet-
saxist Mickey Seidman, the
Embassy Band will play from 9
to 11 p.m. every Tuesday and
Saturday in a colourful atmo-
sphere.

The dance floor is a stretch of
smooth macadam inset with
light -ports and situated on the
Fairway near the Dome of Dis-
covery and under the glow of
the Skylon.

(Continued on page 7)

These are the WRIGHT Hits
you're hearing over the Air

LAND OF
klAKIE-BELIEVE

TIN PAN ALLEY RAG
THE klINIIITE WALTZ
And the over -night Radio Sensation-

WHEN YOU AND I WERE YOUNG
kiAGGIE BLUES

THE WRIGHT ORCHESTRAL CLUB - 24 Nos. - 24/ -

LAWRENCE WRIGHT 19, DENMARK ST., Telephone
LON DON, W.C.2 TEMple Bar 2141

SAXOPHONES
Buescher, Tenor San., G.L., L.P.. FAA. .. 075 0
Dearman, New Super, Tenor Sax., nly.

F.A.M. 085 0
Buffet, Tenor Sax., high pitch, full

artiste's 220 0
No Name Tenor Sax., S.P., high pitch,

artiste's, in case .. 518 10
C Melody Conn. full artiste's mdl., LP., low 225 0
Buescher, Soprano, nly. G.L., curved model,

low .. 25 0
Lewin Soprano, S.P., full range, straight 5 215 10
Conn, Soprano, S.P., fall range, B5 to top

F. 5 pitch 1118 10
Martin, Soprano, S.P., toll

range, B5 -F. 5 pitch .. 319 10
Alliance Soprano, &P., full,

etc., I pitch .. 1110 0
Selmer, Baritone, full article's

model, S.P., as new .. 1146 0
Planet, Alto, S.P., full artist's, o'hld., a c.5 525 0
Pierret, Alto, nly. G.L., toll artiste's,

case, reeds, etc., 5 127 10
Eawkes, Alto, IX cent. fall artiste's,

. 127 10
Elkhart, Alto. 8.P., toll artistes, made by

Buescher, 5 . 128 10
Lewin, Alto, lull artiste's model, G.L., la

. 1132 10

Selmer, Alto, full artiste's, S.P., in case,
5 pitch .. 235 0

Selmer, Alto, cigar cotter, S.P.. 5 pitch .. 1145 0
King, Alto, 8.P., full artiste's.

brown pads. etc... 245 0
King Alto, nly. G.L., toll artiste., as new,

in case 647 10
Martin, Alto, handcraft. bit artiste's, nly.

Buescher, Alto, full range, sip. G.L..
o'hld., 1148 10

Brunswick, Alto, toll artistes, S.P., as
new, in .38 VD 15

Buffet, Alto. S.P., fall artistes.
o'hld., as new, 5 0

New Grafton Acrylic Alto Sax.,
sensational sales on this
instrument .. 65 ins.

Brand New Moms Alto Saxophones
in stock. gold lac., full art. models, all modern
1951 improvements .. 105 9 6

Brand New Dore Alto gold lacquered specifications
Separate removable guards over B. B, C and CS,

adjusting ecrews to control distance between
pads and sockets, improved octave mechanism,
positive action, left-hand roller keys. Two only
remain at the price of £88 10s. each,

FROM

ALEX BURNS LTD.
114, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.1

Phones: GERrard 3796 and 5183 ESTABLISHED 1926
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This was one of
T best-ever
cabaret shows!
IF you missed Dorothy Dandridge and Phil

Moore last Wednesday week, imagine
Lena Horne with Fats Waller's effervescence
-and Fats assuming the suave sophistica-
tion of Lena-and you will have a very good
idea of what these two, coloured stars,
currently appearing at London's Cafe de
Paris. are like.

It was 15 minutes of the art of personality
and the fascination of rhythm, with each con-
tributing about equally to one of the best cabaret
programmes TV has ever put on.

There are times when Dorothy's love of
dramatics lures her into over -acting. It was
especially noticeable in her declamation of Phil
Moore's romantic ballad, " Something I Dreamed
Last Night."

She gets top billing
But as a singer she has all one expects from

a leading coloured star who has developed her
technique to appeal to the white " smart set."

Dorothy always gets top billing. If Phil Moore
is mentioned it is usually only as her accom-
panist. To my mind, however, he is rather more
than 50 per cent. of the act.

Such numbers as " I've Got A Wonderful Girl,"
' Shoo Shoo Baby " and " Buy, Buy, Buy For
Baby " did not show him to be a particularly
outstanding song -writer, and although his "Blow
Out The Candle " was consider-
ably better, the programme
would probably have been im-
proved by more compositions
from other writers than merely
Frank Loesser's " Love Isn't
Born, It's Made."

But as a performer Phil can
hold his own with the best.

To an unfiurried and immacu-
lately polished poise he adds an
intimate and ingratiating way of
singing and a delightful piano
style.

He is one of those instrumen-
talists who get the maximum
effect with the minimum of effort
-short, simple, melodic phrases
with a rhythm that comes mainly
from the subtle accentuation
and perfect timing of every note.

He does not use his left hand
es a time -keeping machine. It
works mostly as an adjunct to
his right.

For beat he relied on a bass
player. And this is where I pay
tribute to an unannounced, un-
seen and unacknowledged-but
Very much heard-third member
of the show : bassist Bob
Roberts.

A good lift
Bob plays on most of Eric

Robinson's TV dates. After hear-ing the grand lift he gave to
Dorothy Dandridge and Phil
Moore, I can only say that it is
a pity it is not made more use of
to help swing those TV
orchestras.

Not that there was not a goodlift-and most of the other
things it takes to make a good
Variety accompanying unit-in

Mr. Davidson keeps
YOU in mind

PAMELA
MACARTHY

TV by 'SCANNER'
the supporting orchestra In last
Friday's so-called Miniature
Revue. " Diversion."

The combination consisted
mostly of the TV " regulars "-
George Clouston and Jimmy Goff
(altos); Mossy Kaye and Frank
Miller (tnrs.); Sid Craven (bar.);
Clinton firench, Billy Riddick,
Joe Curran (tpts.); Nobby Clarke,
Russell Wright, Jack Quinn
(tmbs.), Alan Bristowe (pno.),;
Wally Morris (bass) and Roy
Rawlins (drums).

Conclusions
What, then, made it sound so

much more exciting. so much
more like a good modern dance
band, than TV's orchestras
usually do?

For various reasons I'm not
answering that question-at any
rate this week. But if you care
to draw your own conclusions
the following pointers may help :

(1) The arrangements were by
Jack Jordan. For some while
now pianist Jordan-well known
to patrons of the Camberwell
Palace, where he plays with
Conrad Leonard-has been doing
all the orchestrations for TV pro-
ducer Bill Lyon Shaw's pro-
grammes.

He turned out first-rate scores
of " Young and Healthy " and
" Running Wild " for the dance
routines, and of " Love Is Where
You Find It " for singer Lucille
Graham.

(2) It is seldom that anyone

TOO
YOU

Orchestrationsnowready.S.0.4/-.F.0.4/6
C.2SUN MUSIC PUBLISHING

CO. LTD.

23 Denmark Street, London, W.

TEMple Bar 865112

An instrument to be proud of !

THE NEW 059 TRUMPETSERVICE' CLASS
(British made for Besson)

You will be delighted with the appearance and the musical
qualities of this British Trumpet, to -day's finest value in new
instruments. By the Besson Easy Payments Scheme you can have
the complete outfit immediately for £5.15.0d, deposit, the balance
being paid by 12 monthly instalments of 3113d.
It comprises Trumpet finished in gold lacquer; mouthpiece,
mute, oil and cleaner.

Trumpet and accessories £22.13.8 (Tax paid)
pCase extra f5.5.5 (Tax paid)

Write today for illustrated leaflet and full particular, to

,scat.. 15, WEST ST., LONDON, W.C.2. Temple Bar 901819

knows bqtter how an arrange-
ment should be interpreted than
the man who wrote it.

(3) Because Eric Robinson was
engaged on a TV ballet, this band
for "Diversion " was conducted
by Jack Jordan.

(4) Because of the trickiness
of some of his arrangements,
additional band rehearsal time
was allowed for this programme.

(5) Musicians always play
better when they have music
that interests them, than when
having to wade through dull
orchestrations designed chiefly to
make them easy-and so save
rehearsal time.

I will, however, add this much
off my own bat : first, Bill Lyon -
Shaw seems to have the right
ideas on accompaniments for
Variety shows; second, in Jack
Jordan he has found the right
man to carry out, his ideas.

A reply
REPLY to the many readers

who have written in asking
for details of the (as one corre-
spondent rightly put it) "de-
lightful music " which accom-
panied last Monday week's views
from the South Bank:

It was records-Peter Yorke's
Orchestra's " I'm In The Mood
For Love " (Columbia DB2411),
" Dawn Fantasy " (DB2639) and
" Evensong "' (DB2458) and the
Melachrino Orchestra's " Portrait
Of A Lady " (HMV B9678) and
" Star Dust " (B9723).

Australian News
from
Frank Owen Baker

BIGGEST news on the Austra-
lian jazz front has been the

departure of Geoff Kitchen from
Frank Johnson's Fabulous Dixie-
landers.

Kitch is one of Australia's
greatest clarinettists and has been
with Johnson since the band's
foundation.

The natural successor was bril-
liant Sydney reed man Johnny
McCarthy, who journeyed to Mel-
bourne to fill the vacancy.

Unfortunately, owing to accom-
modation difficulties, Johnny did
not remain for more than one
week, and Johnson is now at his
wit's end to find a musician of
the calibre of the rest of the
band.

Geoff Kitchen is forming his
own group, but details are not
yet to hand. He has been leading
the Len Barnhard Band under his
own name on special dates.

A new group
A new progressive -style group

has hit Melbourne-Bruce Kennet
and his Orchestra. First reports
would indicate that this is a
solid combo and a big future has
been predicted.

Another Sydney jazzman. trum-
peter Terry McCardell, has left
for the Solid South to take the
trumpet chair with the Mel-
bourines Jazz Band.

The brightening of Sydney's
gloomy Sundays was short-lived,
as the authorities have now
banned the Modern Music Con-
certs after only one Sunday
show.

As Sydney Town Hall is next
door to a cathedral the protests
were considerable.

Arrangements are well in hand
for the introduction and manu-
facture of Capitol discs in Aus-
tralia. First releases should be
Issued before the end of the year.

Gus Merzi and Don Burrows
have returned to the Sunny Land
after extensive tours of Canada,
U.S. and Britain. Their musi-
cianship has progressed accord-
ingly.

ONE NIGHT STAND
IS ON PAGE FOUR

GOOD news, my children,
good news. Last week

I pointed out that the bands
of Johnny Dankworth and
Kenny Baker were not re-
ceiving any broadcasts.

This week I am very pleased
to tell you that both these bands
-and that of Jack Parnell-
are to receive airings.

The reason for the delay was
that the three leaders, in agree-
ment with Jim Davidson of the
BBC, had decided to wait until
the bands were really played -in
and ready. (Oh, that some of
our amateur bands would adopt
this public-spirited attitude !)

Jim Davidson told me that he
thought highly of these men,
and if their bands matched up
to their own skill, he felt the re-
sult would be of a very pleasing
nature.

I have known for a long time
that Jim is a very fair-minded
man; this conversation with him
also showed me that he has the
idea of furthering dance music
well in his mind, and is quite
aware of what is going on among
the younger and newer bands.

You will doubtless be gratified
to know, as I certainly was, that
as far as possible he does try to
fulfil the needs, for instance, of
" MM " readers.

This, of course, is one of the
most promising things I've heard
for a long, long time. I cannot
recall any other department chief
taking such a broad-minded and
progressive view.

I have never hesitated to criti-
cise the BBC when necessary.
The reverse is also true, and so
in this case I am happy to con-
gratulate Jim Davidson on his
outlook, and on the fact that the
above - mentioned bands willbrighten up the air in the near
future.

"RHYTHM RENDEZVOUS"
THE RALPH SHARON SEXTE1

11.30 a.m. 19/7/51

HE'S not hungry any more. Or
maybe he's slimming. Or

perhaps he'd rather starve after
all-as the music I heard cer-
tainly sounded to me as if Ralph
has forsaken his recent economic
gastronomic outlook in favour of
a more aesthetic, musically cul-
tured and artistic one.

In the vernacular-Ralph is
back on a bop kick.

Here, once again, were Ralph's
liquid, rhythmic piano, the very
original vibe choruses by Victor
Feldman, the pleasant, modern -
sounding playing of Fred Perry
on tenor, and interesting, well -
phrased arrangements.

Maybe Ralph's solos were not
quite as inventive as they used
to be. but the group-indeed the
broadcast as a whole-was of a
high standard.

HARRY PARRY AND HIS SEXTET
THE HERMANOS DENIZ CUBAN

BAND
12.15 p.m 21/7/51

DURING the early part of the
war. Harry built up a great

name as a swing bandleader on
" Radio Rhythm Club."

Although this was a commer-
cial broadcast, the style of the
band and choice of tunes were
more on the side of jazz than of
commercial music. The instru-
mentation was alto, tenor, trum-
pet and rhythm section-with
Harry on clarinet.

The sound would have been
very good had it not been for
the fact that the intonation of
the saxes was bad at times; the
ensemble was often ragged, too.

The boppish "Gone With The
Windmill " was the best tune.
Good solos were taken by the
trumpet and piano, and two ex-
ceptionally good ones by the alto.
who sounded like an experienced
jazzman who had brought himself
up to date.

And sure enough it turned out
to be Bertie King, who you may
remember was one of our best
jazz players a few years hack
Allowing for the technical faults
Harry gave us a good and inter-
esting show, with good singing by
Nadia Dore and Ronnie Milne.

As I reviewed the Hermanos
Deniz Group last week, I will
merely conclude by saying they
were better than ever.

BILL BADLEY, representing the
average listener, writes:-

I enjoyed this broadcast by
Parry because not only did he
attempt to cater for all tastes,
but the outfit managed to sound
a little different from similar
groups heard on the air.

The Parry clarinet seems to
have lost some of its old vitality,
but full marks to Harry for
catering for the jazz fans, both
modern and otherwise, yet at the
same time playing commercial
numbers with considerable taste.

"JAZZ CLUB"
5.15 p.m. 21/7/51

TE heard two bands this week,
Ken Rattenbury's Quintet

and Eric Silk's Southern Jazz -
band.

I think that Ken has popped
tip just when he is needed most.
He is a musician who plays a
modern form of Dixieland trum-
pet, with lovely tone, feeling,
ideas and relaxation. Putting
him and his group on with Eric
Silk was a splendid idea.

It proved, for example. my
statements that the amateurs in
general are noisy and rough, have
bad tones and ponderous rhythm
sections, lack artistry, polish,
taste and true jazz feeling-and
do more harm than good by
broadcasting at all.

A lot, I hope, will have been
learned from Ken on correct
volume, dynamics, rhythm, sec-
tion tone, relaxation and phras-
ing.

I am not holding Ken's hand
up as the last word in jazs. On
the contrary, both the pianist
and clarinet need more ideas-
but the band has all the import
antqualities necess.s.'y for a good
jazz band, which Eric Silk's lacks.
If we can make our amateur
ei81111111111161111111111111111811611111!111118118113.
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bands realise this and benefit
from it, then a great deal will
have been done towards fui ther-
ing jazz in Britain.

A very pleasant surprise was
the appearance of the American
pianist -bandleader, Phil Moore,
who sang and played in a warm
and intimate jazz way

BILL BADLEY says:-
The star of the show was un-

doubtedly guest Phil Moore. His
number on piano was wonderful.

The Ken Rattenbury Quintet
are a great little outfit. Tradi-
tionalist in style, they have
brought their kind of jazz up to
date, and though slightly lacking
in technique, they play in a won-
derfully relaxed manner.

The Eric Silk band. vastly im-
proved since their initial airing,
nevertheless faded into compara-
tive insignificance beside the
brilliance of Messrs. Moore and
Rattenbury.

" IN TOWN TONIGHT "
7 p.m. 21.7/51

EVENTEEN - YEAR - OLD
ti Pamela Macarthy. vocalist
with Ken Mack's Band in India,
has come to Europe for treatment
of a serious illness. She sang and
spoke on this programme.

Pamela has a fine morale, and
made light of her incapacity She
sang sweetly, with a nice quality.

Our best wishes to her for a
complete recovery.

BURMAN'S BAUBLE
goes to Bertie King for hie
stimulating jazz solos

NEXT WEEK
 11.30 a.m., 27/7 51. - The Frank

Baron Quartet.
 10.20 p.m., 27.7/51.-Jack Nathan

and his Band; Freddy Randall
and his Band.

Dorothy had a date

Cabaret star Dorothy Dandridge,
whose TV date is reviewed by

" Scanner " in col. 1.

Now in the Hit Parade

THE NEW SONG VERSION OF THE
FAMOUS 'DESTINY

YOU ARE MY

DESTINY
S.O. 3/- F.O. 3/6

SWAN & CO.
24.6T. PULTENEY ST W.1. GER. 3265
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That's how Mr. Page swings -like
" MAN, Louis Armstrong is a great

trumpeteer. He will be remembered
50 years from now . . ." It was Hot Lips
Page ' speaking-over a dinner of Russian
Zasouki and vodka in the Belgian seaside
resort of Knokke, where he is playing until
August 26.

A couple of hours later I was listening to Hot
Lips himself. He was playing at the New Orleans
Cabaret which had been specially opened for
him by the Casino. The " existentialist rats " of
St. Germain, Paris, with Boris Vian at their
head, had also been invited to Knokke.

Andre Rewelliotty and his
New Orleans band, very a la
Sidney Bechet, completed the
company-so that the new
cabaret was everything a fan
could wish for.

Hot Lips started playing at mid-
night, when the cabaret wasfilled with people and tobacco
smoke. A couple of " rats " had
amused us with some hectic jive
and we were all in the mood for
Hot Lips.

He has a thousand tricks-but
he does not pour them all out at
once.

Every now and again we were
treated to some magnificent and
dexterous executions which re-
vealed what a great " trum-
peteer " Hot Lips himself is. Butit was the purity of his tonewhich I found most attractive.

Keeping the tone
I told him so later. " Man," he

replied, " I do everything to keep
that tone."

We were given " The Sheik of
Araby," around which Hot Lips
weaved a veritable tone poem.
But he lost neither the beat nor
the melody.

Page admits every trick that
his three valves and his hot lipscan produce-but there is one
thing he will not admit in jazz:
" academic harmony."

I had a long talk with him on
this very question and he told me
that Buster Smith, who taught
Charlie Parker. first introduced
what became known as bop.

" Of course," said Hot Lips," we had been playing ninths,
flattened fifths and all kinds of
depressions for years. But we
never permitted them to master
us. We always remained their
masters.

" Then one day we started
hearing jazzmen playing hunks
of chords. There was no melody
and the heat had gone. That was

CONTEST
FIXTURES
WESTON-SUPER-MARE. - Wednes-

day, August 15 (3 p.m. -midnight), at
Winter Gardens Pavilion. --The 1951
Severn Estuary District
ship. House Band-Vernon Adcock
and his Orchestra. Price of tickets
5/-, obtainable in advance from the
Manager, Winter Gardens Pavilion.

Organiser: Mr. I. Davies, Director
of Entertainments for the Borough of
Weston-saper-Mare, Winter Gardens
Pavilion. ('Phone: Weston -super -Mare
512.1

SWANSEA. - Tuesday, August 28
(8 p.m. -1 at the Patti Pavilion.
-The 1951 West Wales District Cham-
pionship. House Band-The Carlton
Orchestra. Price of tickets in advance
3/6, obtainable from the Organiser
and Mr. R. Bateman, 7, Singleton -
street. Price of tickets at door 4/-.

Organiser: Mr. J. South, 34, Mansel-
street, Swansea

NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE. - Friday,
August 31 (8 p.m. -1 a.m.l, at The
Oxford Galleries, New Bridge Street.
--The 1951 North Britain (Eastern
Region) District Championship. House
Band-George Evans and his Band.
Special Display of Musical Instru-
ments. Price of tickets 4/6, obtain-
able in advance from the Organiser,
Mr. W. Clement Millard, Westgate
House, 6a, Fenkle Street, Newcastle -
on -Tyne, 1. ('Phone: Newcastle
23839.)

Rules and entry forms for the above
contests are available from the re-
spective organisers. Early application
in each case is advised.

AREA FINALS
BIRMINGHAM. -Thursday, August

23 (7.30 p.m. -12.30 a.m.), at The Grand
Casino, Corporation Street, THE MID -
BRITAIN AREA FINAL. House Bands
-Freddie Barrett and Mannie Berg.
Price of tickets 4/-, obtainable in
advance from The Grand Casino.

TOTTENHAM (London). - Friday.
August 24 (7 p.m. -midnight), at the
Royal Theatre of Dancing. THE
SOUTH BRITAIN (EASTERN
REGION) AREA FINAL. House Band
-Ivor Kirchin and his Band. Price
of tickets 3/-, not obtainable in
advance. Special attraction: Bert
Quarmby and the Solovox.

EDINBURGH.-Thursday, August 30
(7 p.m. -12.30 a.m.), at the Palais de
Danse, Fountainbridge. THE ALL -
SCOTLAND AREA FINAL. House
Bands-Maurice Sheffield and The
Jimmy Walker Quintet. Price of
tickets 4/-, obtainable in advance
from the Palais de Danse, Edinburgh.

THE NEW
KEITH PROWSE
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CHARMAINE
Jimmy Lally Special Arrangement
suitable for TRIO to FULL ORCHESTRA.

WATCH for others soon I
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Mr. and Mrs. Hot
Lips Page have a
champagne dinner
on their arrival
at Knokke, Bel-
gium, .where the
star trumpeter isplaying until

August 26.

no longer
academic.

" Charlie is one of the few
musicians who can play this type
of music-because no matter
what he does with his lips and
his fingers, we remain in com-
pany with the melody and we
still feel the beat.

" But for many jazzmen it was
no longer a theme with varia-
tions; it was all variations and
no theme!"

I wanted Hot Lips to tell me
what he thought was the next
step. He said that jazz could not
and would not stand still, but
however it developed tt had to
remain jazz. " The melody and
the beat must be our bible. If
we lose those, then we lose our
musical religion."

I understood perfectly what he
meant when I heard him play.
Hot Lips swings like a pendulum.
It is, of course, a hot pendulum
-but how it swings!

a pendulum ...

jazz. It was all

His combination
I have no doubt that with his

own combination the music
would have been perfect. As itwas he was limited by the in-
experience of Rewelliotty's band.
" They are good boys but I have
to play what they can play," Hot
Lips told me.

HENRY KAHN
interviews

Hot Lips Page
Since he visited Paris in 1949

Hot Lips has been doing a lot.
He has married and he has also
formed his own combination.

" My combination is small and
includes Electric Top Wilson
(bass), Danny Smalls (piano),
Trappy Trappier (drunis)-he
played with Fats Waller-Paul
Quinechette (tenor sax) andVinnie Bey (alto). My singer is
Mildred Anderson and we have
been recording for Victor and
Columbia."

He has also made some Circle
label records with Sonny Frees
(drums), Walter Page (bass) and
two pianos played by Kenny
Cursey and Dan Burley. Other
recordings were made with the
ace femme singer Blue Lou
Barker, who made famous
" Won't You Feel My Legs?"

Hot Lips told me that he had
never forgotten Europe and that
he was crazy to be back again.

Rhythm, and a lovely
tone that's Kitty White

by Peter Tanner
IT is not very often that a
-a- recording artist makes a
simultaneous debut on two dif-
ferent labels-especially if that
artist is almost entirely un-
known in this country.

But both Brunswick and Capi-
tol have issued an initial release
by small and vivacious Negro
singer Kitty White, whose voice
has previously only been heard
over here on the soundtrack of
such films as " Duel In The Sun,"
" Till The Clouds Roll By " and
" The Pirate And Jenny."

Though Kitty, who is married
to musician -composer Edward
White, and is the
mother of four child-
ren, has been con-
nected with the music
business all her life,
it is only recently that
she has taken up
singing professionally.

When I was in
Hollywood in 1947,
people were talking
about a new and up -
and - coming musical
act known as The
Bilbrew Twins, and
one evening Benny
Carter asked me up
to his lovely hillside KITTY WHITE
home, high above . . combines won -
Hollywood, to hear derful rhythm with a
them audition for lovely tone."
him.

" Meet Maudie Bilbrew and
Kitty White," said Benny when I
arrived: and added that I might
recall the name of their mother,
Mrs. A. C. Bilbrew, who is noted
for her choral arranging in many
films.Our mother got us a lot of

SAROYAN PENS
A SONG HIT

VTILLIAM
SAROYAN, the

Armenian -born author and
playwright, has successfully
entered the songwriting field with
the novelty number. " Come On -a
My House " (published here by
Leeds Music).Saroyan wrote the tune as far
hack as 1939, when driving
through New Mexico with Ross
Bagdasarian, his cousin.

Based on Armenian folk themes,
the number became a private hit
with the author's friends, but
remained unpublished until
Saroyan worked it into the final
act of his 1950 Broadway play,
" The Son."

Lou Levy then placed the song
with Duchess Music. In the
States, " Come On -a My House "
has been recorded by Saroyan
himself, Rosemary Clooney (avail-
able on Columbia DB2895) and
Kay Starr (soon to be released
here by Capitol).

The first British artists to re-cord the tune are the Tanner
Sisters with guitarist George
Elliott and drummer Norman
Burns.

work in films," said Kitty. " You
know: choral stuff that you hear
in the background. But now we
want to start on our own.

" We both play the piano and
the organ as well as sing."

Though Benny doesn't have an
organ in his house, both girls
demonstrated their virtuosity on
the piano as well as singing forus for over an hour-ending up
with a few duets, including an
amusing version of " Messy
Bessie " and " Here Come The
British," the latter for my bene-
fit!

Maudie's voice had depth and
timbre, but particularly was I

impressed with Kitty's
unaffected vocal style,
which combined a
wonderful sense of
rhythm with a lovely
tone - reminiscent at
times of Ethel
Waters.

So impressed was
Benny that he got the
twins a job at Billy
Berg's, where his own
band was currently
appearing. But some-how the act didn't
click with the public.

The girls lacked per-
sonality and, in spite
of the high musical
standard, there was anamateurish atmo-
sphere about the act

that failed to impress the
sophisticated patrons.

So the twins split up and Kitty
went back to her film work for
a while, getting several featured
vocal spots. In 1949, however,
she did get a good break.

She and her husband had
already gained some reputation
as songwriters and, knowing
this, Capitol records signed
her to record some of her
original material, including " It
Pays To Advertise." which is now
available here.

A full-time job
Looking after a home and four

children is a pretty full-time job
in itself for 28 -year -old KittyWhite, but now Decca in Los
Angeles have just signed her on
long-term contract and have big
plans afoot to build her up as
one of their leading coloured
stars.With Sonny Burke and his
orchestra providing a good solid
backing. Kitty's first available
Brunswick recording over here
shows that she has potentialities
-provided that she is given the
right material and allowed to
have suitable accompaniments.

Kitty's opportunity
Kitty has a wonderful oppor-

tunity, and it is now up to her
to use it to full advantage. Her
musical education, combined with
her natural rhythmic style, should
ensure her a bright future.

TROPICAL
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" I have a plan," he said, " for
bringing my combination over to
Europe in the autumn. I should
also bring J. C. Higgenbotham,
one of the greatest trombones
ever, with me, as well as Big Chief
Russell Moore and Pete Johnson.

" We would visit all the Scan-
dinavian countries and then move
through Belgium, France, Italy
and so on. This plan is still only
on paper but I hope it comes off."

Wearing a wide - brimmed
panama hat, Hot Lips attracted
more than a little attention as
we walked along the sea wall. Hot
Lips was in town and everyone
knew it.

Lost papers
" Man," he said to me as we

pushed our way through the holi-
day-makers to a niterie calledThe Horse's Neck, " I almostdidn't get to Europe this trip. I
had to get vaccinated and some-
how, getting that done, I man-aged to lose my passport, my
ticket and every paper I
possessed. Within half an hour
every policeman in Harlem was
out looking for those papers.

"I almost gave up when the
telephone rang and a voice said:
About some papers belonging to

a gentleman named Oran Page.
I've found them.' Man, was I
happy. What a load that was off
my mind."

We met Lew Harris, who usedto play a tenor sax with the
RAF at The Horse's Neck. There
were two bands-both known as
Johnny Stoffens' but only one
worth hearing.

When we walked in the band
grinned and the music, which was
slightly Afro-Cuban, grew hotter.

There were handshakes,
brandies -and -water. and more

hot music before we had to leave
for the New Orleans where HotLips was due to play at thestroke of midnight.

He played on and off until
four in the morning, and con-
fided to me that he thought
French pianist Bernard Peiffer,
who is also at Knokke, one ofthe greatest jazzmen at the
ivories.

Making sides
"I should like to make some

sides with him," said Hot Lips.
This may be possible, for the
trumpet player will spend a week
in Paris before he returns to the
U.S.

When he gets back to the U.S
he will continue where he left
off; that is, touring the country
giving concerts and taking one-
night stands.

Before I left him to return to
Paris I got him to pose for apicture and suggested that he
might like to take a ride, at the
same time, in Boris Vian's 1911
Brasier car, which created almost
as great a sensation at Knokke
as Hot Lips himself.

After that, when we had a
coffee on the terrace of his hotel,
about two dozen green -uniformed
gentlemen arrived. They were
all carrying instruments, andthey had come to give a brass
band concert.

Serenaded ?
" Looks as if you are about to

be serenaded," I said to Hot
Lips. He just grinned.

The band started with " Old
Man River," played in stentorian
and heavy tones.

" I guess you could weave a lot '

of interesting improvisations
around that rendering," I
suggested.

"Man, I sure could," said Hot
Lips. " But for a brass band
that's a good band-take it from

Hot Lips tears off a chorus in the back of Boris Vian's 1911 Brasier
motor -car. Boris himself is at the wheel, with one of the " rats of St.Germain " beside him.

WHO'S WHERE
(Week commencing July 30)

Winifred ATW ELL
Week: Empire Theatre, Edinburgh

Graeme BELL'S Australian Band
Tuesday: Wimbledon
Friday: Exmouth
Saturday: Weston -super -Mare

Tito BURNS Sextet
Monday: Liverpool
Tuesday: Manchester
Wednesday: Sale
Thursday: Stockport
Friday: Ashton
Saturday: Fleetwood

Johnny DANKWORTH Seven
Week: West End Restaurant,

Edinburgh
Ray ELLINGTON Quartet

Monday: Llandudno
Friday: Chingford

Teddy FOSTER and Orchestra
Saturday: Bedworth
Sunday: New Brighton

FRASER-HAYES Quartet
Week: Empire Theatre, Middles-

brough
Harry GOLD and Pieces of Eight

Week: Sunderland
Vic LEWIS and Orchestra

Monday: Belle Vue, Manchester
Tuesday. Conningsby
Wednesday: Ramsgate
Thursday, Friday: Nottingham

Jack PARNELL and Music Makers
Season: Prince of Wales Theatre,

London
Sugar Chile ROBINSON

Week: Empire Theatre, Glasgow
TANNER SISTERS

Week: Spa Theatre, Bridlington.
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ALBERT HALL
The well-known Trumpet with
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When
from

the SAnts
the hills

THE surprise of the first
Festival concert, for

many of us who had only
heard the band on the air
before, was the Saints Jazz
Band from Manchester. Last
week I had an occasion to go
up North and watch the
band in its own habitat.

The Lancashire Society of
Jazz Music runs Saturday night
dances at the Grosvenor Hotel
on Piccadilly, Manchester.

You walk down a few steps
into something that looks like
a poor man's " American " bar,
then up a few steps again into
a large room with a glass
cubicle on one side where a
sweating waitress draws fabu-
lous quantities of bitter for a
fabulous number of sweating
citizens who crowd the tables,
chairs, corners and windows-
not to mention that clearing in
the human forest, about the size
of a small bald spot, where the
cats are trying to swing a mean
hip.

Well, you couldn't swing a cat
there, of course, and if I say
that the joint makes 100
Oxford Street on a Saturday
night seem like a mighty lone-
some place, you'll have a fair
idea of what it's like to be a
jazz fan among the Lancas-
trians.

All of which is a kind of
backhanded compliment to the
Saints and their drawing power
as well as to the Lancashire
Society of Jazz Music and its
enthusiastic, efficient and busi-
nesslike organisers, Paddy
McKiernan and Tony Kendrick.

The history of the band is like
that of no other in this country.
The reason. I think, is that most
of the band's original members
are not big city boys, but come
from what they call " up in the
hills "-the tiny moorland ham-
lets where you can be as isolated
as in the Appalachian Mountains.

Contacts
In those mill towns-" town "

being a euphemism for a few
buildings and company houses
scattered around a mill-the boys
grew up with little more contact
with the jazz world than an occa-
sional Radio Rhythm Club or
Spike Hughes Swing Club broad-
cast.

They had never heard of the
whole folklore of jazz-all they
wanted to do was play dance
music, preferably like Glenn
Miller or Artie Shaw. They had
never heard of the critics, bless
them.

Came the war, and the two
boys with whom it all began-
clarinet player Al Radcliffe and
trumpeter Mike McNama-were
called up.

They had gone to school to-
gether, and when Al had played
in a local dance band he had met
bass player Tom Gregory. On
Sunday afternoons they had
played at a girls' club, and then
they met pianist John Fish and
drummer Jim Lydon ; they had
the nucleus of a band.

With a group so young, the war
formed a major hiatus and test
of will; but the boys made up
their minds, and when they were
demobbed they came together
again like the pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle.

Jim Lydon got married and was
replaced by John Mills on drums.
Ron Simpson-" Slim " to the
boys-switched from trumpet, his
original instrument, to trombone.
John Fish got beyond the first
twelve bars of the boogie and the
team was complete.

First job
Their first job was at the

Piccadilly Jazz Club. It lasted
for exactly two engagements-
during which they were known
grandly as the Storeyville Jazz
Band.

They soon dropped the term,
but it is important, for it marks
the date on which the boys be-
came aware for the first time that
there was such a thing as New
Orleans jazz in America-and a
phenomenon known as the jazz
revival in London and closer
home.

Yet it was not till they met
the Smoky City Stompers that
they heard their first live jazz
band.

The experience changed their
pattern of thought, if not of
music. They had always thought
of themselves as a dance band
and they were determined to
remain one.

Paddy and Tony heard them-
offered them a job as resident
band for the newly formed Lan-
cashire Society of Jazz Music,
and got busy writing letters to
every manager in the Northern
area.

The first result was a six -night
engagement at the Apollo Cinema
in Manchester, where they played
interval music before the feature
came on-which was, signifi-

r me down
cantly enough, " A Song Is Born,"
that glorified comedy of swing
music.

The second one was a Christ-
mas and New Year's engagement
at the Levenshulme Palais de
Danse, followed by a whole string
of one-nighters in other provin-
cial dance halls from Leeds to
Liverpool.

By then the Lancashire Society
had found its first home at the
Thatched Cottage, a pub on

ONE NIGHT
STAND

by Ernest

Piccadilly. Here Jim Lolley
joined them-the banjo player
who had been a child prodigy
and still remains the most
literate musician in the group.

" He reads," as the boys say
proudly.

With this personnel, they
played a second engagement at
the Levenshulme Palais, sixteen
weeks this time, and by Septem-
ber, 1950, they were ready to
start their extraordinarily suc-
cessful run at the Grosvenor,
where 300 to 350 people came tojam the room every Saturday
night.

The Lancashire Society, largely
under the impact of the band,grew from a couple of dozen
members to about 4,000; the beer
flowed plentifully, and everybody
was happy.

The secret
What is the secret of the band?

By purely musicianly standards
it is certainly not among the
first two or three jazz bands in
the country, but because of its
enthusiasm, its lack of conven-
tion, its ability to keep other
dancers than jitterbugs happy, it
has established a most character-
istic position for itself in the
British jazz world.

Jim Asman would say that it
all has something to do with the
difference between the North and
South, and truly there is a spirit
among the musicians and fans up
in the north country which is
immensely ingratiating by its
straightforwardness and lack of
sham.

But there is more to it, I
think, and the fact that most of
the members of the band are
working boys has probably some-
thing to do with it.

John Fish, the pianist, is a
turner; Tom Gregory. the bass
player, is an aircraft technician;
Jim Lolley, the banjoist, is a
metallurgist; drummer John
Mills is a draughtsman; Ron
Simpson, the trombonist, is a
machinery packer; Al Radcliffe
and Mike McNama work for tex-
tile and wholesale companies.

And there is one more semi-
official member of the band with-
out whom it could never have
flourished-Jim Starky, the taxi
driver and ragtime pianist, who
made the unit mobile and found
them the fantastic 1926 Rolls-
Royce which has become their
trademark and band bus.

This astonishing machine (a
converted hearse) has to be seen
to be believed when it drives
across the moors covered in pos-
ters and loaded with the band,
its instruments and girl friends.

Here is a gay, uninhibited band
that has come a long way and
has still a long way to go.

Ron Simpson, the trombone
player, hardly uses more than the
first four positions for the time
being, but he has fine ideas, and
all those who heard him sing
" St. James Infirmary " at the
Festival Concert will have noticedthat here we have one of the
best jazz singers in the country.

Fine lead
Mike McNama's tone is not all

it should be, partly, perhaps, be-
cause he is using a trumpet
mouthpiece on a cornet; but he
drives the band as it should be
driven, and he plays a fine
ensemble lead.

Al Radcliffe, the clarinet player,
strikes me as the most developed
musician in the team. His tone
and phrasing are remarkable, and
I doubt whether he has many
superiors among the London
bands.

The band's present drummer,
John Mills, was away when I was
in Manchester, but my recollec-
tion of him at the Festival Con-
cert was that of a forceful, agile
drummer well suited to the type
of music the band plays.

At no time, largely due to poor
acoustics, could I hear the piano.
banjo and bass sufficiently well
to make up my mind about them.
As in all British jazz bands, the
rhythm section as a whole
sounded pretty stodgy to me. but
that. of course, may well be the
result of my own predilection for
a light and bouncy beat, as op-
posed to the ragtime banjo clang
preferred by so many tradi-
tionalist bands in the country.

The Saints will be at 100
Oxford Street and at the Wood
Green Jazz Club on Bank Holi-
day: some of the London cats
might do worse than pay them
a visit on that day.

Jack Marshall comperes at the '51 and Mike Nevard sits in on drums
with his chosen group, which comprises drummer Dickie Devere (at rear),
Joe Muddel, Dill Jones, Jo Hunter and Kenny Graham.

THE heat evident in early
sessions of the Festival

Jazz Week was still apparent as
the week drew to a close. But
it was more thermogenic than
instrumental.

There was a combination of
both at Studio '51 on Saturday,
but colleague Chris Hayes found
the former overpowering. In
between gasping for air he was
able, however, to take photo-

graphs of a group assembled from
my own choice of musicians.

It would be ludicrous for me
to comment on their perform-
ance. Suffice it to say that I en-
joyed it.

And so did " MM " Associate
Editor Jack Marshall. He com-
pered the session and lost two
pounds in weight !

My thanks to the boys who
took part. Also to the Ronnie
Ball Trio and bassist Pete

A Great Song Revived
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Round the Clubs
with

MIKE NEVARD

Blannin, who rounded off the
evening.

" Give me the open air any
time," gasped Chris Hayes as he
staggered from the Great New-
port -street basement. And that
was, in fact, what he got at
Charles Wigley's jazz party four
days before. Positive proof of his
visit appears above.

A sparsely attended record re-
cital on Thursday and a stint of
shut -eye on Friday kept me from
the NFJO's jazz on celluloid, but
from reports I gather suicide
isn't the only course open to me.

The jazz films
Of the film show, Max Jones

reports :
This was not an unqualified

success. In fact, but for the
wonder of Bessie Smith in ' St.
Louis Blues ' it would have been
an unqualified flop.

" Fats Waller's film was so
amateurish a production that we
concluded it must have been
made for home movies. He played
well-when you could hear the
music. But on the show I
caught, the projection mis-
behaved, and anyway the repro-
duction sounded shocking.

"Next came a Redskin short
without any jazz at all; then the
Bessie picture. Dating from
1929 (I think), the film had
naturally deteriorated, particu-
larly in the soundtrack regions.
But Bessie was magnificent to
see and hear, and there was ex-
citing music at all times front
Joe Smith, Buster Bailey and
several unrecognised cats.

" It was a pity the choir with
Bessie wouldn't let up. However,
through the lowing, her charac-

A " mixed bag " plays at the
Clapham open.air party. L. to r.:
Paul Simpson, Roy Crimmings.
Chris Barber (watching), Dickie
Hawdon, Peter Appleby, Cohn
Thompson. Bill Cotton and Dave
Stevens.

teristic tones roared out with in-
credible dramatic force. ..

" If I had had five shillings, and
had had to pay, I would not have
felt cheated. Although the dia-
logue couldn't all be appreciated,
I got the impression it was quite
a film.

" The Basie short could have
been good if the powerful music
had come across undimmed. Don
Byes, Buck Clayton, Dickie Wells,
Walter Page and Basie took solos,
and the brass team made prodi-
gious noises.

"I guess there are sound
reasons for using 16 -mm. films at
private shows (shortage of halls
with 35 -mm. projectors, etc.), but
they are not really suitable for
public performances like this."

THE basement at 6a, New
Compton -street, looked like

a Hollywood studio for Friday's
midnight session. And I under-
stand that visitor Sonny Tufts
wasn't the only one " acting "
for the National Press cameras.

However, Saturday's stomp at
Holborn Hall provided a fitting
climax to the NFJO-organised
events of the week.

A Festival

jazz concert

Post-Mortem
LAST week Britain's modern

jazzmen made their debut
in the Big Time concert field
and, in my opinion, made a
farce of it. Never was I more
bored than during the early and
final stages of that Royal Festi-
val Hall concert.

Before proceeding further, may
I make it clear that the Johnny
Dankworth Seven excelled with
its smooth, polished and lilting
music. If we must have jazz on
the concert platform, this is the
type of group to present it.

But must we suffer these mis-
guided efforts to make the lusty
child of jazz a Lord Fauntleroy?

By far the best modern sounds
during Festival Week were those
produced in the clubs. Why not
leave jazz there?

Warm acoustics
Admittedly, the acoustics otfthe Festival Hall are warm andfriendly. But the atmospherewas completely lacking in theintimacy necessary for any suc-

cessful liaison between people
playing, and people listening to,
a virile music like jazz.

The only group that reallyjumped at the Festival concertwas that of Tito Burns. RexMorris's squealing tenor may
have caused tongues to probe the
cheeks of the more serious jazz
students, but on the whole thesolos had a pleasing abandon-ment.

Tito's showing was certainly
Interesting, end put a temporary
stop to my study of the Hall's
architecture-a study that hadstarted with Toni Anton's open-
ing of the concert.

Commercial
The All -Star group played polite

versions of just what one would
have expected. Would that Kenny
Graham's talents had been used
at the front of his Afro -Cubists!
They would have been a worthy
substitute for much of the bill.

Why, oh, why did Vic Lewis
choose the big event in the jazz
calendar to embark on an evenmore commercial policy? VicLewis, the man who filled the
critics with trepidation when he
played Progressive Jazz at Shep-herd's Bush Empire.If we have to have carboncopies at jazz concerts, let thembe of Kenton-not Whiteman.

As I left the South Bank, I
heard someone say: " I was reallyproud listening to those chapsplaying in the Festil Hall."

Personally, I was ratherashamed,

MIKE NEVARD

Britain's Top Tunes
THIS list of the 20 best-selling songs

for the week ended July 21 Is
supplied by the Popular Publishers'
Committee of the Music Publishers'
Association, Ltd.
1 MY RESISTANCE IS LOW (A)

Morris
2 WITH THESE HANDS (A) Kassner
3 IVORY RAG (A) .. Mac Melodies
4 I APOLOGISE (A) .... Victoria
5 JEZEBEL (A) Campbell Connelly
6 ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY (A)

Leeds
7 BE MY LOVE (A) .. Francis Day
8 MOCKIN' BIRD HILL (A) Southern
9 SHOT GUN BOOGIE (A)

Campbell Connelly
10 MY TRULY TRULY FAIR (AI Dash
11 OUR VERY OWN (B)

Bradbury Wood
12 TOO LATE NOW (A) New World

THE LOVELIEST NIGHT OF THE
YEAR (A) Francis Day

14 GOOD LUCK, GOOD HEALTH,
GOD BLESS YOU (B) Carolin

15 SEPTEMBER SONG (A) Sterling
16 YOU ARE MY DESTINY (B) Swan
17 WOULD I LOVE YOU (A)

Walt Disney
18 SPARROW IN THE TREE TOP (A)

Cinephonic
19 LITTLE WHITE DUCK (A)

Southern
20 LIFE'S DESIRE (B) Cecil Lennox

.4-American; B-British.
(ALL COPYRIGHT RESERVED)

SCHAUER & MAY
PRESENT

A NEW ALBUM
OF ORIGINAL

SAMBAS
Arranged to,

LATIN-AMERICAN COMBINATIONS

Containing
LA PERLA DE MAZATLAN

EN EL PARANA
PRINZESSA

JOSE DE RIO DE JANEIRO
CARMELITA

Piano 3/- Other Parts 11-

239)241 SHAFTESBURY AVE.. W.C.2
Phone, TEM 3349
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SHOW REVIEWS

ALICE WAS IN
WONDERLAND
THE latest and long-awaited

Disney production " Alice
In Wonderland " (Odeon, Lei-
cester Square) is the mixture as
before of riotous colour, beauti-
ful draughtsmanship, unseen
Choirs and wonderfully in -
character voice imagery.

There must be very few people
in the English-speaking world
who have not read Lewis Carroll's
masterpiece and formed some
personal conception of the fan-
tastic characters in its pages.

The risk that Disney took was
the possibility that his own con-
ception would not match.

However, I doubt whether there
Will be any complaints. Alice, arefined Miss, is not aggressively
English; Tweediedtun and Tweedledee come to life as a
rotund Lancashire double act; the
Walrus is a most fruitily villain-
ous "swell."

The caricatures are infinitely
more convincing than Alice her-
self, the animation of whom is
inclined to be jerky.

For the human we have a stan-dard, of comparison. We know
immediately how Alice would talk
and act, whereas, for the March
Hare. Mad Hatter, and equally
mad Queen of Hearts, we really
have none.

But, for the most part, the
film is almost awe-inspiring in its
technical efficiency.

Readers of this paper will be
interested in the performance of
Kathryn Beaumont, who getsstar billing as the " voice ofAlice." Kathryn is the 13 -year -Old daughter of English singer
Ken Beaumont, and was dis-covered by an MGM talent scout
in Acton.

She delivers her lines withgreat expression.
" A Very Merry Unbirthday " is

a certain family favourite; " All
In The Golden Afternoon " is the
most tuneful of the bunch. But
the melody hummed on the way
home from the theatre was the
theme song itself-"Alice In
Wonderland."-TONY BROWN.

Now it's `Black Moonlight'
in the O'Day time

ANITA O'DAY
Black Moonlight

Something I Dreamed Last Night
(London L975)

IT is somewhat unfortunate that
one of the first songs suited

to Anita O'Day's vocal talent
since she started soloing on the
London label should prove to be
" Black Moonlight." Comparison
with the " classic " recording
made some 20 years ago by Bing
Crosby is virtually inevitable.

Although Anita sings this sul-
try number with torchy feeling,
Bing's version is by far the
better. Possibly it is because the
sentiments of the song are more
suited to male delivery. However,
Anita is not helped by her accom-
paniment. The backing given
Bing by Jimmie Grier and his
Orchestra was far more effective.

Anita's staunch attempts to
rise above the lyrical and musical
mediocrity of " Something I
Dreamed " must have given her
nightmares,

GEORGE HARRIS AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

Pick Yourself Up
Down By The River

(Esquire 5.025)
IAM inclined to agree with

George Harris that these
sides, which come from the same
session as " Try A Little Tender-
ness " and " Jealous " (reviewed
9/6/51), are better than the ini-
tial efforts.

However, the best of the four
titles is without doubt " Pick
Yourself Up." The tempo is ideal,
and the lightly rhythmical treat-
ment is enlivened by crisp, well -
phrased piano contributions from
Tommy Watts and attractive solo
interjections by tenor-saxist
George.

While played with appropriate
tranquillity, the Bob Dale vehicle,
" Down By The River," tends to
sound sluggish when compared
with the easy -moving coupling.

I am not so sure that George

has yet achieved the elusive " new
sound " he is striving after with
this line-up of four trombones,
tenor -sax and rhythm (we are
too accustomed to the sound of
four trombones to regard it as
" novel "), but he deserves credit
for attempting " something dif-
ferent."

If more British dance musi-
cians followed George's coin -
mendable example we could, per-
haps, get away from the distress-
ing tendency to play follow-my-
leader to the styles set by the
Americans.

CYRIL STAPLETON AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

Pretty Eyed Baby
Cider Night

(Dacca F9705)
LTHOUGH this " Pretty Eyed

LA. Baby " is less attractive than
the Jo Stafford-Frankie Leine off-
spring (reviewed 28/7/51), the
Stapleton crew play with com-
mendable drive. The debit side
of the performance lies solely in
the vocal. I found the repetitive
" telephone trilling " or the word
" pretty "-affected by Jean
Campbell-tedious in the
extreme.

" Cider Night," a composition
by our own Harry Leader and
lyrioist Harry New, is given a rous-
ing treatment well in keeping
with the sentiments of this gusty
drinking song.

DORIS DAY
You Love Me
10,432 Sheep

(Columbia 082887)
NEITHER of these songs, which

come from the film "Fine
and Dandy," offers much scope
for the vocal talents of Doris
Day. The numbers themselves
contain little intrinsic melodic
value, and the orchestral backings
fail to offset this shortcoming.

Doris sings " You Love Me "
with feeling to a lush string ac-
companiment, but the outcome

can only he described as undis-
tinguished.

10,432 Sheep " is the sort of
novelty better suited to the vocal
exhibitionalism of Betty Hutton.

LEE SHEARIN
I Need You

Give A Broken Heart A Chance to Cry
(London L695)

I CONFESS I had never heard
of American singer Lee

Shearin. However, on the strength
of this initial release, I hope
more of his recordings will soon
be made available.

Charlie
and

OHARLIE PARKER'S BE -BOP BOYS
***Thriving On A Riff (Charlie

Parker, i Ain. Savoy 58521.
LEO PARKER ALL STARS

"Wee Dot (J. J. Johnson) (Am.
Savoy 34951.

(Savoy 945 -es. Sid.)
CHARLIE PARKER ALL STARS
Bird Gets The Worm (Charlie

Parlor; MM. Savoy 833).
**Cheryl (Charlie Parker) (Am.

Savoy 3422i.
(Savoy 952---8s. 5)d.)

6652-Charlie Parker (alto.): Miles
Davis (tut.); " Dizzy " Gillespie
(pno.); " Curley " Russell (bass);
Max Roach (drs.). (C) Recorded
1945. USA.

3495-Leo Parker (bar.); Dexter
Gordon (tnr.); Joe Newman (tilt.);
J, J. Johnson (tmb.); " Hank " Jones
(pno.); " Curley " Russell (bass);
" Shad" Wilson (drs.). (C) Recorded
1047. USA.

833. 3422-Charlie Parker (alto);
Miles Davis ((lot.); Duke Jordan
(pno.); Tommy Potter (bass); Max
Roach (drs.). (C) Recorded 1917.
USA.

IF ever I dare to say a word
against a Charlie Parker

record the result is an immediate
avalanche of letters accusing me
of almost everything from
breeches of the gaming laws to
not being able to recognise a
great artist when I hear one.

In view of this, Parker's own
opinion of his records is particu-
larly interesting.

Recently, he was quoted in an
American publication as having
said, Rrst, that his worst record
was "Lover Man "-" made the

ty before I had a nervous break-
wn, and a horrible thing that

should never have been issued."
Then he corrected himself by

saying that worse still were " Be -
Bop " and " The Gypsy."

" All awful " was the way
Parker described them, and the
nervous breakdown plea could
hardly apply to ' Gypsy " because
this was made at a different
period.However, when one makes as

Parker wasn't satisfied
neither am I!
many records as Charlie Parker
has, there are bound to be some

If his aforequoted comments
had been all he had to say, there
would have been nothing for meto add but a word of congratu-
lation to him for having so
readily admitted that he has had
his off -days.

But he makes a further con -

Record Reviews by
EDGAR

JACKSON
o11~11.11.111.111.111,0,11-~.

fession which puts a very dif-
ferent complexion on the matter.

" When I listen to my records,"
he continues, "I find there has
never' been one which completely
satisfied me. I'm sorry, but my
best on wax has still to he made."

Anyone hearing these latest
Charlie Parker records released
here is not likely to query the
truth of those last ten words.

" Thriving On A Riff " is per-
haps the best of the three.
Before it finishes up with the riff
" Dizzy " Gillespie recorded on
HMV B9624 as " Anthropology."
there is a good chorus by Miles
Davis, followed by two of Parker's
definitely better ones. " Dizzy's "
piano solo also has ideas. But
bad balance tends to make
Parker's alto overpowering, and
all round the recording is none
too good.

" Bird Gets The Worm " is
notable chiefly for the agility
with which everyone dives
through bop phrases at an in-
credible speed.

Parker does well enough in his
early contributions to " Cheryl ";
not so well in his later ones.
Neither Miles Davis nor Duke

IRISH FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS
37 Lower Gardiner Street, DUBLIN 'Phone 44645

EIRE ENGAGEMENTS
BOOKING AGENTS, BAND LEADERS AND

MUSICIANS
Please note that as and from August 1st next members
of the Irish Federation of Musicians are not permitted
to perform, with or in conjunction with, in the
Dublin and District Area (Stage Shows excepted) viz. :

(1) Any British or alien bands.
(2) Any non-members eligible for member-

ship and who have not assumed such
membership.

P. J. MALONE, A.I.I.S., A.L.C.M., General Secretary

Jordan does anything to redeem
the position.
some very fair J. J. Johnson
trombone, but there is nothing
else worth mentioning.

The trouble with these four
records is less what the soloists
per se do, and more the usual
failings of so many early combo -
bop performances. There is little
of a tune; no attempt at interest-
ing treatment; the same old
hackneyed routines; an inescap-
able feeling that everything was
concocted and slung together in
the studio, and not very good
recording.

RALPH SHARON
"A Bachelor Gay (Tate) (Melo-

disc 113).
***Slightly Oliver (Shar6n) (Melo-

disc 112).
(Melodist: 1169-6s. 5;d.)

Sharon (Ono.); Bert Howard (bass);
Rex Bennett (drs.). Recorded
22;3'1951. London.

" OLIGHTLY OLIVER" would
17 for more reasons than one

have been more suitably named
" Thoroughly Sharon." The opus
is a typical example of tuneful
Sharon modernism, and Ralph
plays it in the best Sharon
manner.

Except for the ad lib verse, " A
Bachelor Gay " is in dancerhythm, and it is obvious that
Ralph intended this version of
the late Jimmy Tate's song from
" The Maid of the Mountains "
for the less specialised majority.

Those who like this kind of
thing will find it tasteful and
pleasant listening. But I cannot
help feeling that this endeavour
to capture two totally different
markets with one disc may only
result in it not selling very well
in either,

LIONEL HAMPTON AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

**Air Mall Special (Good Enough To
Keep) (Charlie Christian, Jimmy
Mundy, Benny Goodman (Am.
MOM 51-S-160).

"1 Can't Believe That You're In
Love With Me (Clarence
Jimmy McHugh) (V by Janet
Thurlowi (Am. MGM 51-S-157).

(M -G -M 401-55. 410.)
157-Hampton (sib.); Gil Bernal,

Curtis Lowe, Jerry Richardson, Bob
Plater, John Board, Ben Kynard
(reeds); Ben Bailey, Idres Sulieman,
Walter Williams, Ed. Mullins, Leo
Shepherd (tots.); Al Gray, Jimmy
Cleland, Benny Powell, Paul Higaki
(tmbs); Doug Duke (organ); Mill
Buckner (pno.); William Makel (gtr.);
Roy Johnson (bass); Ellis Bartee
(drs.). Recorded 17 4 1951.

160-As above, minus Duke. Same
date,

AFTER four years with Victor
and then nearly ten with

American Decca, Lionel Hampton
now makes his debut on MGM.
It is not a particularly brilliant
one.

" Air Mail Special " - first
recorded by Benny Goodman in
1941-is another of Mr. Hamp-
ton's tear -ups. I pay due tribute
to the technical prowess and
astonishing lung power of the
high -note trumpet acrobat. But
the side's main claim to distinc-
tion is that it is fast and loud-
even for Hampl

Charlie Parker

Compared with this blare out,
" I Can't Believe " is almost a
lullaby. The English MGM pub-
licity notes say there is an organ
solo by Hampton. There is an
organ in the combination. But
it would have been a miracle if
Hampton had operated it. It
would have meant that he played
organ and vibes simultaneously.

I am told that the organist is
actually one Doug Duke, and I
wouldn't call what _he plays a
solo. Most of the time he is just
scored in with other instruments.

Best features of the side are
Janet Thurlow's competent sing-
ing and some pretty phrases from
Hampton's vibes.

KENNY GRAHAM'S AFRO -CUBISTS
Dome or Discovery (Dollimorel

(Esquire P-7-185) 
Skykm (Graham) (Esquire P-7-

184).
(Esquire 10-147-6s. 5Id.)

Graham (tnr.); Jo Hunter (WI:
Ralph Dollimore (pno.); Roy Plummer
(gtr.); Cliff Ball (bass); Dickie
Devere (drs.); Leonardo (maracas);
Bob Caxton (conga). Recorded
4/01951, London.

TZENNY GRAHAM seems to
1.1have gone off on a 1947
" Dizzy " Gillespie tack. Possibly
the group doesn't play with quite
the finish its ideas deserve. It
gets a little untidy at times, and
the rather heavy recording of the
bass and drums makes them
sound somewhat less polished
than they probably are.

Still, if you like jazz in the so-
called Afro-Cuban manner you
might do much worse than get
these latest Kenny Graham sides.

CORRECTION PLEASE!
Since we first gave details

of the new Norman Burns
Quintet, several readers have
written to point out that six
of the George Shearing trio
sides made for Decca (with
Norman on drums) have been
issued here, and not four as
stated.

Right. To recap, titles are
"Poinciana "/" To Be Or Not
To Bop" (F9065), "Con-
sternation "/" I Only Have
Eyes For You " (F9386) and
" The Fourth Deuce "/" The
Nearness Of You " (F9445).

Remaining third of the trio
is Jack Fallon.

LAURIE

RENSHAW'S
`POPULAR'
REVIEWS

Possibly in the States Lee Ls
considered as " just another
singer." I guarantee, though,
that if he were to emigrate to
Britain, our "sweet " bandleaders
would soon be bidding for his
services.

Lee Shearin has the four -star
assets of the " society -music "
singer-sincerity, lyrical sense,
style and charm.

The songs themselves are ideal
material for this artist's intimate
delivery, and the discreet orches-
tral accompaniments represent
American commercial dance
music at its very best.

THE TANNER SISTERS
With THE HEDLEY WARD TRIO

Metro Polka
The Unbirthday Song

(HMV 810100)

THE Tanner Sisters and the
Hedley Ward Trio generally

contrive to offer something
musically productive, even
though the chosen material
may at times be drawn from the
centre of the cornfield.

The " Metro Polka " is. as the
title might suggest, green -eared
corn, but this piece-which
seems to echo a dimly remem-
bered nursery rhyme jingle-is
put over with enviable joie de
vivre. A flavour of " Happy Hoe-
down " square-dance rhythmadds an appropriate touch of
comedy to the performance.

The backing, one of the most
effective numbers from Walt Dis-
ney's " Alice in Wonderland," is
again rendered with uninhibited
verve.

I feel that, instrumentally
speaking, the Hedley Ward Trio
could have produced more beat,
but both sides pack a full quota
of mass -appeal entertainment
value.

SANTIAGO AND HIS LATIN MUSIC
Elube Chango
Esclavo Triste
(Oriole C810410

ALTHOUGH " Elube Chango "
is described on the label as

an Af ro-Cubano, the music
would certainly disappoint ad-
mirers of. say, Kenny Graham.

However, these sides, with
their convincing Flamenco -styled
vocals by Santiago himself, make
pleasant, if uneventful, listening.

elodisc
* RECORDS *

RALPH SHARON
1169-Slightly Oliver

A Bachelor Gay
1176-You Are My Lucky Star

Heart and Soul
CHRISTIE BROS. STOMPERS

1173-CreoleSong
Heebie Jeebies

LU WATTERS
YERBA BUENA JAZZ BAND

I 170-South-Richard M. Jones Blues
SCOTT JOPLIN RAGS

Played by ROY STURGESS
1028-Easy Winners

Elite Syncopations

CALYPSOS
LORD KITCHENER

Acc.Freddy Grant's CaribbeanRhythm
I I 72-The Denis Compton Calypso

No More Taxi Calypso
1177-Randolph Turpin's Victory

Calypso
Saxophone-Calypso
TONY JOHNSON

1175-Me Donkey Want Water
Mango Walk

CHARLIE PARKER ALL STARS
945-Thriving On a Riff-Wee Dot
952-Cheryl-Bird Gets the Worm
951-Half Nelson

FATS NAVARRO QUINTET
Going To Mintons

DEXTER GORDON ALL STARS
913-Settin' The Pace (2 Parts)

CRANE RIVER JAZZ BAND
1030-Dauphin St. Blues

Just a Little While
JOE SAYE TRIO

1174-Harlem Nocturne-Forte
(AFRO -BOOGIE)
TRIO DONALDO

1171-Bongo Train
The Gate House

Obtainable from your local dealer.
MELODISC RECORDS LTD.

48, Woburn Place, London. W.C.1
Telephone: LANgham 7304
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Stapleton cricket sidemen

Cyril Stapleton's band photographed after a recent cricket match against a strong
RAF team on the Isle of Man, which they lost by only 20 runs. L. to r. are
(front) Ted Brenner, Dave Carey. Cyril Stapleton, Tim Bell and Ronnie Verrall,
(back) Pete Winslow, Monty Norman, Dave Stephenson, Frank Street. Sid Holmes.

and Bill Metcalfe. The band is currently at the Palace Ballroom, Douglas.

RACE TO WRITE
FOR THE 'PAM'
STEVE RACE, brilliant pianist,

arranger, critic and com-
pere, is joining the distinguished
list of regular MELODY MAKER
contributors. His first article will
appear in the issue of August 11.

His many appearances in " Jazz
For Moderns," " Jazz Club," in
London clubs and, more recently,
as compere at the Festival Hall
Modern Jazz Concert, have estab-lished him as one of the most
knowledgeable writers and
speakers in his field.

His work as a musician is typi-
fied by such records as the four
titles by his own bop group on
Paxton, his multi - recorded
Columbia piano disc, " Mambo
Jambo "/" Cavaquinho," and his
piano and strings sides on
Columbia.

" MM " readers voted him into
second place in the 1951 Dance
Band Poll piano section.

His MELODY MAKER writings,
under the title of " The Notebook
of a Modernist," will cover the
whole field of modern jazz, and
will prove not only an informa-
tive and inspiring guide to
students of this music, but also
a stimulant to his contemporary
exponents of this idiom.

Tubby keeps going
despite collapse
" Tubby " Hayes, 16 -year -old

tenorist with Kenny Baker and
his Band, was taken ill on the
stand at the Winter Gardens,
Ventnor, Isle of Wight, on
Thursday (19th).

He was taken to a doctor, who
attributed his collapse to ex-
cessive heat. He was advised to
rest for a couple of days. but
refused to let the band down and
travelled with them to Bognor on
Friday, to appear at the Rex Ball-
room. He has now recovered.

Woolwich Afro-Cubanism
Woolwich bandleader Tom

Mead will front a nine -piece Afro-
Cuban group at the Feldman
Club this Sunday (29th). when
star attraction is the Kenny
Baker Band.

Allen to give Festival
stage shows: Wildeman
to remain with 5 -piece
NAT ALLEN and his Sextet, who are resi-

dent at the Festival Gardens Dance
Pavilion in Battersea Park, are to play a
twice -nightly half-hour stage show in the
Gardens Amphitheatre, starting on Monday
next (30th).

The presentation will have a " crazy " theme,
similar to the Sunday concerts which Nat has
been giving during the past few weeks while
appearing with visiting American stars.

Diana Coupland added
Nat will, of course, continue to play regular

sessions in the Dance Pavilion. For his shows
in the Amphitheatre, he will augment with
popular vocalist Diana Coupland.

Nat has a television date on August 3 with his
large orchestra, acting as compere for the
whole show, and on August 13 with his own band
show, featuring vocalist Carole Carr and a new
discovery, a singer who has been programme -

selling at the Festival Gardens.
Jan Wildeman, who plays

opposite Nat Allen in the Dance
Pavilion, has now been informed
that his services are to be
retained, but his band will be
reduced from eight to five.

Recently, Wildeman was told
that his engagement would end
on July 21, but he was subse-
quently given an extension until
August 11. It now seems likely
that he will remain for the
entire season.

Joe Loss -cornettist

Having warmed them up at
the Villa Marina. Douglas,
where his band is playing the
summer season, Joe Loss
afterwards cooled them down-by rolling up his sleeves
and helping serve out ice

cream cornets.

Oldham trombonist
deps with Winstone

When trombonist Charlie Mes-
senger recently left Eric Winstone,
at Butlin's, Pwllheli, Roy
Bassett, who has been with
Tommy Smith at the Savoy Ball-
room. Oldham, for two years, hap-
pened elito be on holiday at
Pwllh.

Eric asked Roy to fill-in for a
few days and Roy is still doing so,
with the permission of Tommy
Smith. Altogether, he has been
delving for three weeks.

As reported elsewhere in this
issue. Charlie Messenger has now
joined Oscar Rabin. Eric Win -
stone hopes to fix a permanent
successor by the end of the
current week.

FELDMAN'S
4 BIG HITS

ORCHESTRAL CLUB

24 ORCHESTRATIONS
FOR 30/ -

MIT FOR ALL THE DREAMS
IN DREAMLAND
THE DUBLIN JIG

GC WERE MADE TO TAKE CARE OF BOYS

CAN'T WE TAM IT OVER ?
B. FELDMAN & CO. LTD., 12517/9, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W C.2

TEMple Bar 5532

HANS MAY'S THEME SONG

MASQUERADE
From the film, "HELL IS SOLD OUT" S.O. 3/-

EV'RYBODY
CLAP HANDS

A LARRY CLINTON ORCHESTRATION S.O. 3'-
I I I III

Hfl SATURDAY WALTZ
Dance Orchestration by JIMMY LALLY 31 -

KEITH PROWSE & CO. LTD., 42-43, POLAND STREET, W.1. GER. 9000

Graham adds eight
for Afro-Cuban
history lesson

Kenny Graham and his Afro -
Cubists get their fourth " Jazz
For Moderns " airing tomorrow in
a presentation designed to show
the Influence of Afro-Cuban
music on jazz, and vice versa.

For four numbers the group
will be augmented to fourteen.

Men to be added for the
occasion are Chris Stonely, Alex
Jack, Norman Fantham (tnrs.);
Oscar Birch (bari.); Dave Usden
and Ray Davis (tpts.); Ginger
Johnson (bongoes) and RoyPlummer (gtr.).

The augmented group will play
originals by Kenny Graham
(" Afro-Cadabra," " The Noisy
One "), Ralph Dollimore (" Cuban
Nocturne ") and Alan Clare
(" Siesta ").

Revell Terry will introduce the
programme.

Daniels Jazz Club
resumes sessions
Reopening after the summer

vacation, the Joe Daniels Jazz
Club holds its first meeting of
the winter season at the Assembly
Hall, Pinner, on August 4.

The bands scheduled for this
occasion are Len Beadle and his
Jazz Band, who won the NFJO
Jazz Band Contest of 1950, and
the Rivermouth Jazz Band. from
Newcastle, who will be making
their first appearance in London.

Admission to the club is 3s., not
6s. as erroneously stated in a
recent classified advertisement.
The club caters for listeners and
jivers and is ideally situated. Itis in the middle of a park.

FOX DATES
(Continued from page 1)

been with Johnny Devlin at the
Crystal Ballroom, Dublin.

Ray Dempsey spent two years
with Edmundo Ros and has since
freelanced. Judy Joy has sung
for Teddy Foster, and Janet Web-
ster with Steve Race and George
Scott -Wood. Jerry Parry is a
young Welshman.

The outfit opens at the Rex
Ballroom, Bognor, on July 31, then
visits the Grand Pavilion, Porth-
cawl (1st), Victoria Ballroom,
Cardiff (2nd), Belle Vue, Man-
chester (3rd) and the Officers'
Club at the U.S. Air Base at Bur-
tonwood, Lancs (4th).

Other dates already booked are
two weeks at Green's, Glasgow,
starting October 29, followed by
a week of one-night stands in
Scotland.

Roy is anxious to recapture his
former stage manager, Barry
Barrett, who should contact Roy's
agent, Maurice Kinn, at Whitehall
5531.

HARRY GOLD 8
TO PLAY FOR

EASINGTON FUND
HARRY GOLD and his Pieces

of Eight have generously
promised to give their services
at a dance at the Crimdon Park
Pavilion, Blackhall, West Hartle-
pool, on July 31, in aid of the
Easington Colliery Miners'
Disaster Fund.

This appeal, originally in-
tended to assist the relatives of
the 83 miners who lost their
lives at Easington on May 29,
will now, through the kindness
of the people of Easington, also
give aid to the bereaved of the
men who were killed shortly
afterwards in an accident at
the nearby Appleton Colliery.

The Easington Rural District
Council, who inaugurated the
Fund, have informed the MELODY
MAKER that inquiries regarding
Harry's visit on July 31 have
been so numerous that a sell-out
is expected.

They wish to offer special
thanks to Harry Gold and his
Pieces of Eight, who refused
to accept any expenses for their
appearance and are even paying
their own coach fares.

Neva 'phones her way to
Chicago's Blue Note

BLUES -SINGER Neva Raphaello has been invited to make a
guest appearance at the Blue Note, Chicago.

Neva received this invitation at a private recording session, when
the manager of the Blue Note
telephoned London from Chicago
to inquire about the success of
the Festival Hall Traditional Jazz
Concert.

During the conversation he
heard Neva singing in the studio
and specially asked for her to sing
for him over the 'phone.

Learning that Neva is to visit
New Orleans in the early autumn,
he requested her to make a flying
visit to the Blue Note.

Neva has been approved by the
BBC for radio and television and
expects soon to be heard in both
spheres.

TAYLOR -MADE FOR

DANKWORTH 7

This is Eddie Taylor, the first
newcomer to the Johnny
Dankworth Seven for 14
months. Before taking overthe group's drum stool on
Monday, Eddie was with Rae
Allen at the New State Ball-
room, Biackley. He played
last winter with Leslie

Douglas at Brighton.

SAINTS
(Continued from page 1)

After their London week -end,
they will make their first appear-
ance in Bolton, when they will
be the first New Orleans band to
enter that famous bop centre, the
Bolton Rhythm Club. Subse-
quent local appearances include
the Lido Ballroom, Sale, Cheshire.

Hammersmith sign
Tate extra year
Alto -leader Phil Tate, who was

originally booked at the Hammer-
smith Palais last December for
a trial period of four weeks and
then given a contract for six
months, has now been re -booked
for another twelve months.

This means that Phil's 10 -piece
outfit, which specialises in sweet
music, will be resident at the
Palais until July. 1952. Phil leads
six saxes, three rhythm and one
trumpet. The hand next broad-
casts on August 1 and 3.

Two air dates for
Ken Rattenbury
Staffordshire bandleader Ken

Rattenbury, who played his first
" Jazz Club " on July 21, has
signed for two further broadcasts
with his Jazz Quintet. On
August 11, he will be heard in
Jimmy Grant's " Jazz Interlude."

Two days previously, he and his
boys air in " A Tale of Two Trum-
pets " from Midland Regional.

The Rattenbury group, formed
only last March, will have totalled
four broadcasts in eight weeks by
the time these latest airings are
heard. The boys are shortlymaking their first out-and-out
jazz concert appearance at Dud-
ley Hippodrome on August 5.

CONFERRING OVER A CALYPSO

Most recent of Lord Kitchener's compositions is ' The Denis
Compton Calypso," and here he is, snapped by the " MM," inter-
viewing the cricketer to obtain his material. The disc was made
by Melodist last week with Freddy Grant's Caribbean Rhythm.
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ANDREWS SISTERS HERE FOR $200,000
TELEVISION WORK-OUT

Weedon and
Wolkowsky
reunited

THE radio partnership be-
tween guitarists Bert

Weedon and Andy Wolkowsky,
which was interrupted by Bert's
recent illness, is to oe resumed
on August 11.

They will play guitar anddomra duets in " Instrumental
Interlude " on the Home Service
at 10 a.m.

Now completely recovered, Bert
is freelancing in the studios with
several bands and is broadcasting
as featured guitarist every Sun-
day (8.20 a.m., Light) with the
Tommy Reilly Quartet.

British Variety only medium
for trying -out TV act

THE Andrews Sisters, tour de force of the current U.S.
vocal invasion of Europe, arrive in London to -day. On

Monday they commence a two-week season at the London
Palladium, and follow it up with weeks at Glasgow and
Birmingham.

The ten -person retinue which arrives with them on the s.s. New
Amsterdam includes conductor and arranger Vic Schoen, pianist
Walt er Weshler and drummer Irving Cottler.

Schoen has arranged and conducted for the Andrews for the
past fifteen years. He has scored every number they have ever
recorded or broadcast. Weshler aired regularly with David Rose
and played with Jerry Gray's dance band. Cottler was drummer
with Les Brown. He left when Btiddy Rich joined.

60 -minute Palladium act
Before leaving New York, the Andrews Sisters gave their

reasons for embarking on this British Variety tour. Mainly it
was to gain experience on the halls-the most essential prepara-
tion, in the Andrews' estimation, for television.

The Andrews have only appeared twice in TV, and these were
experimental dates. They felt they wanted to

THREE AT THE FIFTY-ONE

BELL BOYS CUT
4 MORE SIDES
Graeme Bell's Australian Band

recorded more titles for Parlo-
phone on Thursday (26th).

These were " Gonna March," a
composition by Graeme Bell;
" Big Walk About," an original
by guitarist Bud Baker; and
" Cake Walking Babies," sung by
Neva Raphaello.

Graeme's " band - within - a -
band," Lazy Ade's " Late Hour
Boys," recorded " Hallo, Jim
Eadie," featuring Lazy on piano,
trumpet and clarinet.

On Tuesday next (31st),
Graeme Bell's Australian Band
will appear at the Wimbledon
Palais, before setting off on a
short tour of the West Country,
visiting Bristol (2nd). Exmouth
(3rd), Weston -super -Mare (4th).

Belfast Stone at
Streatham Locarno

Jack Stone and his Band, who
finished an engagement at the
Plaza, Belfast, on Sunday (22nd),
opened on Monday at the Streat-
ham Locarno.

They replace Sammy Ash and
his Band, who have left the
circuit. Jack Stone is leading a
10 -piece band. As already re-
ported in the " MM," saxist-
leader Benny Daniels has taken
his 11 -piece band into the Plaza.
Belfast.

EDMUNDO ROS BAND
AT BLACKPOOL

Edmundo Ros makes one of his
rare out-of-town appearances on
Sunday (29th) when he appears
with his band at the Opera
House Theatre, Blackpool.

He will play two concerts (6.20
and 8.15 p.m.) in a bill including
Lee Lawrence, Marion Saunders
and Semprini.

master the medium before entering it seriously.
On September 24, however, they commence a

series of eight one -hour television shows on NBC,
with $200,000 in the offing. A Variety tour be-
came necessary. There is no
Variety as such in America;
therefore they turned to Britain.

In their hour-long act at the
Palladium the Sisters will fea-
ture four or five solo vocals by Patti, now making
an individual name for herself in the States as
a solo record artist. Rest of the act is built up
mainly of requests from British fans.

The Andrews Sisters will have little spare time
during their month here. La Verne has brought
£500 -worth of films with her; wants to film the
Festival attractions. Maxine, who bought a
Healey and a Jaguar during the Sisters' 1948
visit to Britain, hopes to get another Jaguar.

After their week at Birmingham the three girls
will go to France, where they will take part in
the Ray Ventura film, " Baby Beats The Band."
This film also features British vocalist Carole

Carr. The soundtrack is being
duplicated in French and English.

Lou Levy, who " discovered "
the Andrews Sisters 15 years ago
while he was engaged in a tap-
dancing act and is now their per-
sonal manager, arrived in London
early this week.

Lou heads and operates Leeds
Music Corporation, one of the
world's largest publishing houses.
While in Europe he plans to make
a business trip to Paris.

Guests at
Studio '51 last
Saturday in-
cluded the Rita
Rcys Sextet.
currently at

the West End Restaurant,
Edinburgh. They travelled to
town for the occasion. Here,
Rita poses for the " MM"
with tcnormen. Ronnie Scott
(right) and Pete King, of the

Jack Parnell Orchestra.

Celebrite contract
for Eddie Thompson

Engaged at the Celebrite
Restaurant. New Bond -street, W.,
for a week's trial, blind pianist -
vocalist Eddie Thompson has
proved successful and is to re-
main, leading a trio and playing
opposite Wally Rockett and his
Band.

Ros airs another by
Bissetto & Davey
Bob Bissetto. who leads at the

Jacaranda in Knightsbridge, and
Roy Davey, trumpeter with
Tommy Rogan at the Berkeley.
have had another of their joint
compositions broadcast by
Edmundo Ros.

Ed. aired their first number.
" Doing The Samba." This new
L. A. effort is titled " The Woman
Always Pays."

A further boost is given Bob's
bandleading activities when he
appears with his outfit in a tele-
vision show from the Nuffield
Centre on August 20.

ANTICIPATORY

TOAST

Harry Roy and his wife, snapped by the " MM " in the Empress
Club as they raise their glasses to the month's holiday Harry is
taking from the Club. They leave tomorrow for Juan-les-Pins.

-and Sugar Chile flies in
to televise tomorrow

PIANO prodigy Sugar Chile Robinson is expected in England
aboard a Pan American clipper 'plane at noon tomorrow

(Saturday). Ten hours later he will appear in his own 15 -minute
television spot.

During the evening the 11 -
year -old keyboard sensation will
rehearse with drummer Martin
Aston and bassist Lennie Bush
for the TV show, which goes on
at 10.05 p.m.

The following day Sugar Chile
has another date with the BBC.
He broadcasts in the Light Pro-
gramme from 1.15-1.30 p.m. with
Frank Deniz (gtr.), Frank Clarke
(bass) and George Fierstone
(drs.).

On Monday he opens his
Variety tour at Glasgow Empire.
Weeks follow at Newcastle -on -
Tyne, Liverpool and Birmingham.

SEND-OFF FOR A SONG STAR

Helen McKay turns back
the television clock

ELEN McKAY, a member of husband Bob Winnette's Song
Pedlars, played an unusual part on television last week-

that of Helen McKay, the first girl to appear on a high definition
TV screen anywhere in the world.

This first TV appearance was in 1936 at Radiolympia, when Helen
sang the television signature tune "Here's Looking At You." Her
re-enactment of the debut was in " The Passing Show."

In addition to Bob and Helen.

SILK AND COTTON RAGTIME

At the NFJO Festival Stomp at Holborn Hall on Saturday 121st)
famous Indian bandleader Rudy Cotton, who is visiting Britain,
chats to Freddy Randall (left) and Eric Silk, whose bands

together with Chris Barber's, played at the Stomp.

the Song Pedlars comprise Nadia
Dore and Frank Holmes. They
appear next month in the BBC
series, " Sing It Again."

They have recently recorded a
number of HMV sides with
various artists. Among these are" Sing A Little Sweeter " and
" The Kissing Rock " with Donald
Peers, due for release shortly.

They have also recorded sound-
track music for the Donald Peers
film. " Sing Along With Me."

'SKYLON ' BAND
(Continued from page 1)

The band is a 14 -piece, con-
sisting of saxist-leader, four
saxes, two trombones, two trum-
pets, piano, bass, drums, electric
guitar and vocalist. Its season
will last until the end of Septem-
ber.

At every session stars of stage,
screen and radio will be intro-
duced to the dancers, and there
are distinct possibilities of broad-
casts direct from the spot.

For the past 18 months, the
Embassy Band has gained a big
reputation all over the country.
It plays at almost all Geraldo's
private engagements and has
many times appeared before
Royalty.

In his theatre dressing -room
vocalist Teddy Johnson shows
his brother, actor and singer
Bryan Johnson (centre), and
his musical -adviser Norrie
Paramor some of the con-
gratulatory telegrams re-
ceived on the opening night
of his current Variety tour.

Ward 3 guitarist
collapses on eve

of 96' debut
JACK McKECHNIE, guitarist

with the Hedley Ward Trio,
collapsed in Birmingham last
Thursday, the day the trio was
to open at the " 96 " in Picca-
dilly.

A deputy was found for the
opening, but the Trio had to can-
cel its " Variety Fanfare " broad-
cast due to be recorded on Sun-
day for relay today (Friday).

For a midnight matinee at
Southend Odeon on Friday last.
the Trio's Bob Carter and Derek
Franklin appeared without aguitarist.

Deputy for the " 96 " opeA2ing
was Wolverhampton -born Peter
Sloan, secured at short notice by
Hedley Ward.

Jack McKechnie is sufferingfrom acute neuritis. His condi-
tion is reported to be " un-
changed."

The Trio is due to record the
first of the new " Educating
Archie " series on August 3, in
which they are teamed, as pre-
viously, with the Tanner Sisters.

HERMANOS DENIZ SIGN

GUY LORRAINE
New vocalist with the Her-

manos Deniz Cuban Rhythm
Band, which has now been resi-
dent at Grosvenor House for two
years, is Guy Lorraine.

A Belgian, Guy has a flexible
voice, particularly suited to the
style of the band and sings in
several languages, including
French, Portuguese and Spanish.

Moss Kaye, freelance
Moss Kaye, tenor sax and wood-

wind specialist who has been
working with Ambrose at Ciro's,
is now concentrating exclusively
on freelancing owing to his many
commitments both in this sphere
and as a teacher at the Central
School of Dance Music.

F & D's HIT PARADE

UNLESS
THE LOVELIEST NIGHT THE YEAR

BE MY LOVE

HAPPINESS
Full Orch's 41- each Small Orch's 3/6 each

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD.
138/140 Charing Cross Road, London. W.C.2. Tern. Bar 9351-5
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BREATH CONTROL
IN 1945, I was playing with

Duncan Whyte at the Astoria,
Charing Cross Road. I was only
eighteen then and had been
playing sax for three years. Six
months before, I had changed
m7 alto for a tenor and I hadn't
yet become accustomed to the
change.

My tone was thin and I had
been doing so much experiment-
ing with reeds and mouthpieces
that I didn't know quite where I
was.

Most readers of this page will,
of course, know that I hadn't
been giving myself a fair chance.
Shortly afterwards I had some
tuition from George Evans, who
told me so in no uncertain terms.
He went on to say that if I didn't
settle on a mouthpiece long
enough to get used to the feel of
it. I wouldn't get anywhere.

After reading Johnny Dank -
worth's brief few words on tone
production (" MM" 7/7/51), I
felt that what had happened to
me must happen to thousands of
young players all over the
country.

Factors
The personal factors that

Johnny specified were breath
control, air expulsion, throat
relaxation, and embouchure
formation. You'll notice that
there are three things that affect
tone before we get to embouchure.

Unfortunately, most pupils are
led to believe that embouchure is
their first consideration. The
beginner buys his instrument
and a tutor, puts the instrument
in his mouth and blows it.

Most tutors deal with em-
bouchure in a very cursory
fashion and the poor begin-
ner who encounters trouble looks
for the cause in his embouchure
or. more frequently, in the reed
and mouthpiece.

Breath control? Well, what is
there to do apart from taking a
deep breath and blowing?

Air expulsion? Surely that
means blowing.

Throat relaxation? Search me!
Those would have been my

answers, anyway, if the questions
had been shot at me a few years
ago.

Now I know that control of the
column of air that enters the
saxophone has more to do with
tone than anything else.

Volume
Nearly everyone can pick up a

saxophone mouthpiece and blow
it. A small child could do it.
But when that same mouthpiece
is attached to a saxophone a
different situation arises. Where-
as the volume of air in the
mouthpiece alone is very small,
blowing the mouthpiece while it
is attached to the tenor sax
means moving a very large
volume of air.

I am not mathematician enough
to assess the precise number of
cubic inches of air entailed in
blowing bottom B fiat on thetenor, but I do know that the
distance from the mouthpiece to
the B flat key is over four feet
on my instrument. Add to this
the fact that the diameter of the
bore graduates from half an inch
to about three inches in the
region of the B fiat key, and it
will be appreciated that the pro-
blem of filling the instrument
with air has much, much more
to do with tone than most saxo-
phonists are aware.

Note open throat and flat
tongue.

affects your

by DON
RENDELL

The fact that I can hold a
bottom B fiat at moderate volume
for only 15 seconds, while I can
sustain B flat one octave up for
45 seconds, suggests to me that
much more air must be blown
through the instrument for low
notes.

Therefore, as there must be
reasonable equality of tone in
all registers, it follows that
breath control is of the greatest
importance. The flow of air must
be unrestricted so that any note
on the instrument can be
sounded adequately.

Many saxophonists suffer from
choked tone, and this is often
due to muscular constriction in
the region of the throat. Prob-
ably some psychological factor is
involved here, because few saxo-
phonists are conscious of the
restriction.

My own view is that these
players, in the effort to get the
pressure of air required to sound
a note, try to exert force from

the throat itself, whereas the
pressure should be coming from
the diaphragm.

I am not going to try to lay
down any scientific principles on
the subject of blowing. I am
giving my personal opinions for
what they are worth, and I'll be
grateful for suggestions (or cor-
rections) from other wind
players.

It seems to me that, in saxo-
phone playing, the lungs are a
reservoir of air. The mouthpiece
(controlled by the embouchure)
is a point of resistance between
the air reservoir and the instru-
ment. To overcome this resis-
tance and set up vibrations. pres-
sure is needed-a higher pressure
than that needed for normal ex-
halation. The necessary compres-
sion should be forthcoming from
the diaphragm.

Mechanics
What is the diaphragm? In

simple terms, it is a muscular
wall which separates the abdo-
men from the chest. I don't
think that it is necessary to gomuch deeper into the subject
than that. The meohanios of
blowing will be made clear if
readers study the diagrams repro-
duced on this page.

One gives the front view
of the saxophonist with the
position of the diaphragm shown.
For good measure, there is also
a side view, which indicates the
diaphragm, lungs, throat and
tongue. It will be noticed that
the throat is open and that the
tongue is reasonably flat to en-
sure that the flow of air is not
restricted.

To make both these sketches
absolutely clear, there is another
diagram which reduces the
breathing and blowing action to
the simplest possible terms. This
is in the form of two cones-
one to represent the saxophone:
the other, the lungs, throat and
mouth.

At the point of junction of the
cones is the mouthpiece which
offers resistance to the flow of
air. At the wide end of the cone
representing the lungs is the
diaphragm, shown here as a form
of piston. It is the piston action
of the diaphragm which com-
presses the air to the point when
it will vibrate the reed.

POSITION OF DIAPHRAGM IN EXPIRATION

INSTRUMENT

MOUTHPIECE

POSITION OF DIAPHRAGM IN INSPIRATION

This sketch
shows how
the piston
action of the
diaphr a g nt
compres s e s
air to vibrate

the reed.

and
tone

how it
Now, this might seem a tedious

way of establishing simple facts,
but my experience has been that
very few wind instrumentalists
get around to working out the
mechanical principles involved.
however simple they may be.

When I started playing, nobody
told me very much about breath-
ing, and although later on I
heard vague talk of diaphragm-
atic breathing, very few saxo-
phonists could say exactly what
it was.

Everybody uses the diaphragm
in normal breathing, though
most aren't conscious of it. There
is a certain amount of lateral
expansion of the chest in inhala-
tion and this is equally normal.

Capacity
Try holding the hand on the

upper part of the abdomen while
breathing in deeply. There
should be some pressure under
the hand, and this is caused
entirely by the downward move-
ment of the diaphragm. Con-
versely, exhaling should cause
some inward movement.

Obviously, the wind instru-
mentalist needs a greater lung
capacity than that required for
normal breathing, plus a better
degree of control over the dia-
phragm itself.

A few saxophonists acquire this
unconsciously while playing.
Others need exercises to build up
both capacity and control. But
all are capable of improvement
and should work for it.

These exercises are easy enough
to formulate. The thing to
remember is that, if you wish to
increase your breathing capacity.
the logical way is to practise
deep breathing.

The Diaphragm
T T is the principal muscle of
1- inspiration (or breathing). In
breathing, the curvature of the
diaphragm barely changes. It
moves downwards nearly parallel
to its original position. This
downward movement displaces the
abdominal organs, thus causing
soma protrusion immediately be-
low the ribs.

The diaphragm is called into
action during all expulsive func-
tions of the body, and a deep
inspiration takes place before
sneezing, coughing, laughing, cry-
ing and, it may be assumed, blow
ing a musical instrument.

Its range of movement varies
between 12 mms. and 28 mms. for
shallow and deep breathing.

It is possible to train the in-
dividual to use the diaphragm
independents of the other muscles
of inspiration.

. . . but you don't have to stay on the same mouthpiece-

There should be
changes made!

W first saxophone was a
double -octave key tenor says BILLY

that happened to be among
a pile of obsolete junk passed
on to a Territorial Army unit WEEBON
by a regular battalion.

At the time I was playing
trombone. I was only eighteen
then, and I think the sole rea-
son I was keen to try my hand
at the tenor was that I was in-
trigued by the curious shape of
the instrument.

This may seem strange unless
it is borne in mind that I was
living down in the country and
hadn't even seen a sax before.
Also, this was way back in 1929.

My experiences learning to play
the instrument probably parallel
those of many other beginners
all over the country at the pre-
sent time.

I went to a teacher. I was
very impressed. To start with,
he was a professional musician.
He knew how to blow and finger
the instrument.

I didn't, however, make a great
deal of progress in the first year.
I was, of course, handicapped by

t'thrill.

Choice ol)

MOUTHPIECES

56 MODELS
7 FACINGS
STEEL EBONITE

OR METAL

* Learn about the mouthpiece
favoured by bigtime stars!
Writa "Selmer mouthpieces': on
a P.C. today.

114-116, Charing Cross
ell Road, London, W.C.2

the atrocious instrument I was
trying to play.

But I was highly delighted. My
progress seemed meteoric. I think
it always does at first. The transi-
tion from fumbling in the first
week to actually playing through
a complete chorus is a very heart-
ening experience.

Changes
After that, progress seems to

slow down. Various snags are en-
countered. That desire for the
wonderful new sax that will solve
all playing problems begins to
grow.

Nearly always this can't be
afforded-but a new mouthpiece
can.

So I started on a series of
mouthpiece changes that lasted
for four years.

A mistake? Most of the star
musicians whose opinions are
printed on this page would say
so. I'm going to ' have the
temerity to disagree.

On many occasions I've read
that the beginner should find a
comfortable mouthpiece and then
settle on it. This is all very well,
but what does comfortable mean?
How is the beginner to know what
mouthpiece really suits him?

I happen to know, too, that
most professional players-even
top -liners --don't stick to the
same mouthpiece year after year.
And why should they?

What is the first question that
springs to the lips of the British
player when he meets his Ameri-
can counterpart?

What mouthpiece are you
using?

And that's as it should be.
There would be no progress at all
if saxophonists adopted a stick-
in-the-mud policy.

Vogues
There have been vogues for

various mouthpieces over the past
fifteen years. These vogues
haven't been set off by the in-
experienced player in the pro-
vinces, but by well-known London
musicians.

As far as the learner is con -

some
cerned, the initial experiments
with different mouthpieces are as
much a part of his development
as the musical exercises that he
plays.

Sure, he wastes some money
and time, gets on the wrong
track, and maybe has a spot of
trouble with his embouchure.

But, eventually, he finds out
what he wants, learns what lay
suits him, and sticks pretty
closely to it.

How else can he make up hismind?
He doesn't however, stay on

the same mouthpiece for the rest
of his playing days. Fashions
change. The tone that is widely
heard today might be outdated in
a couple of years.

Yes, I know the player himself
produces 90 per cent. of the tone.
But what about the odd 10 per
cent.?

If the mouthpiece has noeffect on tone, why do experi-
enced players fall for a newmouthpiece?

Mind you, there is a guidingprinciple to be followed inbuying a new mouthpiece. Onedoesn't change abruptly from a
close lay with a soft reed to a
lay as wide as a door and a reedas hard as a hoard.

A wise choice of a new mouth-piece might open the road to
progress for many a strug-

gling beginner.
It's better, any-
way, to have
the courage toexperiment
than to keep
timidly t o amouthpiece
that is the
world's worst.

Here's another
point to be con-
sidered. As theplayer pro-gresses, the
lungs develop.

A saxist
might f e el
comfortable at

Billy Weedon first witsa
fairly close lay,

and then, as time goes by, find
that he's having trouble because
the reed is closing up on him.
Who's to say that he shouldn't
change?

So the never-ending search for
the perfect mouthpiece goes on.
It's not only the saxophonist whois on the trail. Manufacturers
all over the world are constantly
making experiments.

Some come off better than
others.

But the man who completely
ignores the improvements that
are being made by co-operation
between both manufacturers and
leading players is foolish indeed.

TECHNICAL
PAGE

The breath has to be conserved,
therefore it is necessary to prac-
tise taking really deep, full
breaths, holding them for in-
creasingly long periods, and then
breathing out as slowly and
evenly as possible.

Control
Remember, though, that there

will he a tendency when breath-
ing out slowly to hold the breath
back front the throat. This must
be avoided, for the control must
come from the diaphragm.

While playing, it is often
necessary to snatch a hurried
breath. Breathing ex e r cises
should also cover this eventu-
ality. Practise expanding the
lungs to their full capacity in
the shortest possible space of
time.

Similarly, the breath has to be
available for a loud, fast passage
of playing, so practise breathing
out quickly but evenly.

One other point concerning
building up breathing capacity.
You are concerned here with
increasing the capacity of the
lungs-therefore it is useless
merely to breathe deeply and
leave it, at that. The aim should
be to take what you normally
consider a deep breath, hold it
for a split second, and then suck
in some more air. As the lungs
get used to accommodating the
slight increase, the capacity gets
bigger.

Given good lung capacity, dia-
phragmatic control, and no con-
striction of the throat and
raising of the tongue to restrict
the free flow of air, filling the
instrument, with consequent im-
provement of tone, becomes
possible.

Conception
There is another factor that

affects tone, and one which is
very difficult to get down on
paper. It is, nevertheless, acknow-
ledged by most leading sax-
ophonists nowadays, who agree
that producing a certain tone
means " thinking " it.

I won't pretend to understand
how this works, but the player
must have a very clear concep-tion of the tone he wishes to
produce before he even stands a
chance of getting near to it.

Mouthpieces can, of course,affect tone to a certain extent,
but the biggest influence is
exerted by the player's own
mental conception of that tone.

But, in my view, the best
quality instrument, mouthpiece
and reed, and a crystal clear idea
of the tone you are after, will
not help you if you are not filling
the instrument. The best sax in
the world still has to be blown.
People who have heard Coleman
Hawkins play in person know
that breath can be heard escap-
ing from the sides of his mouth.

It is all very well to speak of
this artist's imperfect embou-
chure. The fact is, he really fills
the instrument.

Believe me, his physical equip-
ment would enable him to get
the same tone on your instru-
ment as well as on mine.

That, to me, is the supreme
test.

LUNGSI

I

DIAPHRAGM _

Front view of player-show-
ing diaphragm.

j

Every

Pianist

Should

Read

This

Book

by G.A.BRIGGS

190 pp., printed Flue Art
paper, nice 81 x 51, bound

full rexine. 102 figures.
"This is a fascinating book, excellently pro-
duced and richly illustrated: 192 pages packed
withpleasureand profit for allwhoare interested
in the pianoforte and the science of sound.".

- MUSIC TRADES' REVIEW, June, 1951.

"This book is as unusual as the title. It is a com-
prehensive study of the piano and contains a
really f ascinating chapter in which half -a-doeen
internationally famous pianists answer a
searching questionnaire. Mr. Briggs is always
understandable, and he brightens the ten with
many an unexpected witticism..
- YORKSHIRE OBSERVER, 4th July, 1951,

An invaluable guide to all pianists, students and
teachers sod to all interested u, sound and
reproduction.

Published by:

WHARFEDALE
WIRELESS WORKS
BRADFORD ROAD, IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS

'Phone: Idle 161
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COLLECTORS'

CORNER

WE are still gettingVcorre-spondence about the piano
roll records. First, Harald
Grut (whose original piece ap-
peared here on 26/ 5/51) writes
to say:

" I noticed that Mr. Townley
added a few Circle issues to my
list of available pianola records
in the ` MM ' of 16/6/51.

" I knew about these items-
the titles were obviously culled
from the Blesh-Janis ragtimebook-but at the time that I
wrote they had not been issued,
so / omitted them.

" I received a recent Circle list
the other day, and they are still
not shown, so presumably they
have not yet been released."

Additional information comes
from Les Phythian of Liverpool,
who says:

Phythian speaks :
" Harald Grut's excellent list of

pianola-roll recordings, and Eric
Townley's addenda, were most
welcome.

" There was, however, one
notable omission-no mention
seems to have been made of the
Scott Joplin ' Maple Leaf Rag '
put out by Brun Campbell on his
own Brun label some few years
ago.

" My copy of the Brun issue*
unfortunately carries no cata-
logue number, though a matrix
number of sorts-BRS 1001-is
etched into the wax surrounding
the label. The latter, incidentally,
announces:-

" Recorded from Hand -Played
Piano Roll, Played by Scott
Joplin,' and adds, with under-
standable pride, ' Recorded by
Brun Campbell, Joplin's Only
White Pupil of the 1890's. The
first white pianist to play " Maple
Leaf Rag." '

Harald Grut listed a Scott
Joplin Maple Leaf ' (5003)
among the sides in Circle's
' Pianola Ragtime ' Album, and
this has no doubt been made
from the same pianola-roll.

" I have no available means of
checking this point. Neverthe-
less, for the sake of completeness
alone, I do feel that the Brun
ought to be mentioned along with
the other discs listed by Harald
as issued prior to May 1, 1951.

*" The reverse side of this Brun
record-not taken from a pianola-
roll, by the way-is of Campbell
playing his own composition
' Salome Slow Drag.' "

Piano roll
Finally, on the question of

pianolas, Roy Carew of Washing-
ton refers to Claude Lipscombe's
first article, and adds a few lines
on Jimmy Rodgers.

" The little article about piano
rolls had interest for me,
although I never had a player
piano.

" The item about commercial
rolls by Max Kortlander reminded
me that he is still making (manu-
facturing) rolls as head of the
Imperial Industrial Company in
New York. I doubt if he cuts
them any more, but I am not
positive.

" J. Lawrence Cook. who trans-
cribed the Jelly Roll Morton com-
positions for me. is regularly
occupied there, cutting rolls. He
has recently been cutting rolls
for the old ' Nickelodeon,' now
mostly a collector's item, so he
tells me.

I saw Jimmy Rodgers here at
the Earle Theatre, many years
ago. It was said that he was a
New Orleans boy, although he
doubtless was after my time.

Blue yodel
" I never heard the ' Blue

Yodel ' that you refer to in your
' Collectors' Corner.' I think I
heard a recording by Rodgers of
 Alabama Bound ' over the air
once, also long years ago, but
most of what I heard from him
was hill -billy music of a type that
never appealed too much to me.

" Incidentally. Washington
taverns have many hill -billy com-
binations in them."

From Hugues Panassie comes
a postscript to the King Jazz
title query. This should settle
the matter. " Funky Butt " is
the medium -tempo blues on
which Mezz says " I Hear You,
Pops Faster," while " Where Am
I? " is an original Bechet tune.

New Releases
Capitol: Stan Kenton Ork, Tortil-

las And Beans/Dynaflow (CL13561);
Sugar Chile Robinson, Numbers
Boogie / Bouncing Ball Boogie
(CLI3562).

Melodist: Ralph Sharon Sextet, You
Are My Lucky Star/Heart And Soul
(1176); Christie Bros. Stompers,
Creole Song/Heebie Jeebies (11731;
Crane River Jazz Band, Dauphin St.
Blues/Just A Little While (10301;
Howard McGhee Sextet, Leave My
Heart/Bean Stalking (1029); Joe Says,
Harlem Nocturne Forte 11174).

A WISE EDOICE-

REEDS
Die ever-growing demand for Calteau
reeds is proof of their popularity. Only
selected French cane is used in their mak-
ing, chosen by experts, skilfully cut and
gradedarc. in the usual strengths from soft to

8659 Bb Clarinet £0 12 7 doz.
8663 B7 Alto Sax £0 18 6 Tax

Paid8664 By Tenor Sax ft 4 0

From your local dealer or write to:

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.
295, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

Who DID play piano on
that Dodds session?

THE recently raging Hardin -
Johnson / Blythe -Lindsay

controversy appears to call for
a modicum of clarification
before it gets out of control.

When Sinclair Trail men-
tioned that he felt uneasy about
the presence of Hardin and
Johnson on the newly issued
Dodds HMV, I am certain that The Victor pianist has more
he intended his view more as a ideas than Blythe, but they are
suggestion than a statement. applied rather dully and without,

snail we say, the Blythe spirit.Yet it has been taken up and But here is the crucial factormore or less accepted so far which I am firmly convinced haswithout question and on the misled people: the use of a wash -
flimsiest of evidence, hoard! We simply are not used

Let me say straight away that to hearing Lil with a washboard,
although unlikely, it may be whereas the exact opposite
correct. What concerns me is the applies to James B.
glib and irresponsible acceptance
of it.

After I had seen Sinclair's
review of the record in question,
I took the first opportunity of
listening to all the pertinent
Dodds recordings from October,
1927, to February, 1929. inclusive,
in order to probe the elusive
truth. Here are my findings:-

The piano playing on the HMV
is certainly not entirely typical
of Lil Hardin's work with the Hot
Five or the Wanderers, but then
they were recorded over two
years previous to it. Listen to
her still later work, and it is
vastly different again.

Drastic change
The drastic change had to

come about gradually, and two
years is not an unreasonable time
to effect considerable transition.
One thing is clearly evident, how-
ever: the pianist on all the Victor
sessions is one and the same.

So the thing to decide is
whether they are all Blythe. all
a rather different Hardin from
two years previous, or, indeed, all
by some, as yet, unnamed third
person.At this stage let us turn to
Blythe. In this case we have the
Chicago Footwarmers' session
made just a few days before the
first of the Victor sessions.

Does the pianist sound the
same? Not on your life! Blythe
on the Chi. Footwarmers is as
Blythe always is - intensely
rhythmic in a somewhat raggy
manner, percussive and bright-
whereas the Victor pianist is
more legato, less jazz -styled, and
with a tangy tone which we can't
entirely attribute to the instru-
ment (note the way that Hines,
James P. or Stacy, for example,
always get the same sort -of tone
from any piano).

asks
DAVE
CAREY

Character
Listen 'to the character of

" Blue Piano Stomp," made on
July 5, 1928, without washboard.
and to that of the titles made on
the following day with wash-
board. It is entirely different,
yet the pianist is quite obviously
the same. Had the non -wash-
board sides been issued on HMV
I doubt if the query would have
arisen.

Now we must consider, if it is
not Blythe, is it really Hardin or
an unknown? Here are my sub-
missions on behalf of Li:-

( 1 ) It has been reported in, I
believe, a " Downbeat " of some
years ago, that she is known to
have " fixed up " the Victor
sessions. This being so, it is un-
likely that she would have
employed Blythe.

(2) On several of the Victors
we find Hardin, or Dominique, or
Dodds, given composition credits,
never Blythe. Yet on no record
where Blythe is known to have
played do we find a credit given
to Lil; only Blythe, Dominique or
Dodds, or outside composers.

(3) Most of the Victors have
been available for years on Swiss
HMV with personnels (complete
or in part) on the labels. As all
these were master pressings, it
seems probable that the Swiss
company would have obtained
their information direct from
Victor at the same time as they
got the masters across.

(4) The style is slightly " legi-
timate." which, together with the
dull tone and lack of attack, is a
normal characteristic of Lil's
work.

(5)Whereas " The Jazz Record
Book " favours the Blythe -Lind-
say theory, " NFID " gives Hardin
and Johnson, and " Index to
Jazz " gives Hardin and unknown

bass. Both of these books were
compiled after " JRB." The per-
sonnel given by Baby Dodds to
Rudi Blesh is questionable in
view of his inclusion of Ory.

If one accepts Hardin as pian-
ist, it goes, almost without say-
ing, that Johnson may be
accepted also, as much of the evi-
dence will apply to him as well.

On aural evidence alone, the
Victors have rounder and more
rhythmic bass playing; in fact,
better playing, although some-
what similarly styled. However,
style in such a case is little cri-
terion. There must have been
literally hundreds of bass players
who sounded like that, just as
there are hundreds who sound
like, say, Billy Taylor or Bob
Casey today.

And so to another controversial
topic, this time unwittingly
cooked up by Peter Tanner in his
current Bunn mixture.

He says that Bunn was present
on Clarence Williams' Washboard
Band's version of " Shoutin' In
That Amen Corner " which was
issued on Regal-Zonophone.

That Bunn was present I don't
deny, although the solo thereon
does him little credit; but-as I
pointed out in " CC " once pre-
viously-this is most unlikely to
be a Clarence Williams group.

It is labelled simply as by
Williams' Washboard Band, and
it is almost certain that the
leader is one, Harry Williams, who
was vocalist on some of the
Washboard groups' recordings.

Now here is a very strange
thing which I also pointed out
some time ago, but it was never
cleared up, and repetition may
prove more fruitful:-

The same one!
The Tinsley Washboard Band

on HMV and the above -men-
tioned Regal Zono are one and
the same recording-absolutely
identical in every respect except
matrix number! The HMV is
numbered 77819, while the RZ is
numbered 77811.

The same title was issued on
Bluebird B5230 as by the Wash-
board Wonders, and again by
Tinsley's Washboard Band on
Victor 24405 and Bluebird B6219;
but I have not heard any of these
American issues, and they may
differ from the British ones.Can anyone help to sort this
cal0"ne for the road. . . Who is
second pianist on the Erskine
Tate (BrE), or does everybody
still think it is the work of one
man?

JAZZ REVIEWS by MAX .IONE.!

Five more from Bechet and Mezz
THE MEZZROWBECHET QUINTET

Really The Blues (Two parts)
(King Jazz KJ9)
Gone Away Blues

Jelly Roll
(King Jazz KJ10)

Delta Mood
Kaiser's Last Break
(King Jazz KJ11)

KJ9: Sidney Bechet (sop. and cit.),
Mezz Mezzrow (on.); Wesley " Sox "
Wilson (050.); Wellman Brautl (bass);
Baby Do -this (drs.). Recorded New
York, 18 946.

KJ10: sub. Fitz Weston (Pilo.);
George " Pops ' Foster (bass); Kaiser
Marshall (drs.). Recorded N.Y.C.,
29 8,45.

KJ11: As 10 but with Sammy Price
(pno.); Recorded N.Y.C. 18/12;47.

AFTER a long wait come three
King Jazz releases together.

No. 10 is from the first Quintet
sessions that produced master-
pieces like " Ole Miss," " Out Of
The Gallion," and " Old School.'
" Gone Away Blues," which was
originally backed with "De Luxe
Stomp,' ranks with " Gallion '
as an example of what Bechet
calls " real lowdown blues."

In truth. it is a slow, wistful,
typical Mezz tune, introduced by
him on clarinet in two low -register
choruses, and then developed by
Bechet in a bold variation that
climbs steadily in musical
intensity.

The soprano style, as Panassie
pointed out long ago. is " a little
like his solo in  Really The
Blues' (HMV B9236) but even
more grandiose and overwhelm-
ing."

Poorer stuff
" Jelly Roll," labelled as a

Mezzrow tune, not unexpectedly
turns out to be the Williams'
" Ain't Gonna Give Nobody "
number

This version cannot compare
with the Mezz-Ladnier Quintet
recording (HMV B9447), for
Mezz himself plays much poorer
stuff on it, and is quite distress-
ingly off " in the later choruses.

Bechet has some glorious
phrases and the performance
works up a unified swing, Mar-
shall's drumming being, as usual
sheer joy

Nevertheless. It is understand-
able that Mezz was not anxious
to release the side in the States.

" Really The Blues " is an ex-
tension of the beautiful blues
which Bechet and Mezz made
with Tommy Ladnier in 1938. In
many ways, the older recording
surpasses this double -sided ren-
dering, which gives the impres-
sion of having been stretched a
little beyond its strength.

Mezzrow leads the opening
clarinet duet as he did on the

Mezzrow and Bechet playing a 'King Jazz' session

earlier record. Two Mezz
choruses follow-oddly phrased,
pleasant enough, but never in-
spired - then comes " Sox "
Wilson with an indifferent piano
solo. Bechet's entrance (on
clarinet) to the final chorus is
this side's most authoritative
moment, but his solo is marred
by an over -harsh tone and
melodic line.

Side two is all soprano solo;
five choruses full of melodic and
rhythmic invention. The tone is
stronger and, in my opinion,
snore compelling than that of the
earlier " Really The Blues."
Every bar is marked by this big
tone, by the player's power and
absolute relaxation.

Mezzrow's accompaniment,
while not outstanding, shows his
understanding of this kind of
music.

Dodds rolls out good blues
beats towards the end. Otherwise,
the rhythm is steady but lacking
in the spring of the Marshall -
Price -Foster team.

Superlative
With the 12 -inch version of

" Kaiser's Last Break " we get
hack to the Quintet at its super-
lative best. Playing blues on the
12 -bar " break " theme of " Ole
Miss "-and at about the same
tempo-the two melody instru-
ments sound as full, fine and
well-balanced as they did on the
greatest 1946 records.

Bechet plays the melody with

the concentrated drive and force
of a trumpet -lead, while Mezz fills
out the music in his completely
satisfying duet style.

It is not a traditional clarinetpart, but neither is Bechet's a
traditional New Orleans lead.

Over and over again we hear
the statement -and -response form,
inherited from Negro congre-
gational music, with clarinet

echoing " the saxophone phrases
and the two overlapping until the
lines mingle.

Urgent lead
The breaks are shared out two

to a man-Mezz first, then Price,
Bechet, Foster and Marshall.
Those by soprano and piano are
most impressive; . Kaiser's last
breaks sound a little corny.

The final four choruses of
fin ;ring ensemble, without breaks,
build wonderfully under Bechet's
urgent lead and the exemplary
swing of the three-man rhythm
section. Sam Price's attack helps
enormously to sustain the spirit
throughout 12 inches.

" Delta Mood " - a mellow
Mezzrow tune with a 24 -bar con-
struction-has something of the
fanciful appeal of " Where Am
I ? " (from the same session). It
is mostly soprano melody, played
with heart and instrumental
mastery. Price takes an inter-
esting solo.

This pair makes as gbod and
lasting value as you are likely to
find among :he current releases.

"Pops" Foster
(See Max Jones' reviews et the
Mezzrow-Bechet Quintet, at foot

of page.)

Oh, didn't
they ramble
Continuing the missing
August series in PETER
TANNER'S Monthly Re-

minder.

Paul Mares
August 18. 1949, marked the

death of Paul Mares, whose name
and trumpet playing will always
be associated with the New
Orleans Rhythm Kings.

Paul's death severed one more
link with the Golden Era. Mares,
who spent his childhood years in
New Orleans in the company of
Leon Rappolo and George Brunies,
was-right up to his death-
always ready to sit-in on a good
two -beat session.

In 1919 he came to Chicago,
where he later formed the Friars
Society Orchestra under the
nominal leadership of Husk
O'Hara. which 1ater was to be-
come the New Orleans Rhythm
Kings. With the break-up of
this band Paul Mares played for
a while in New York and then
gave up music to run a business
in New Orleans. and later to own
and operate a restaurant in
Chicago.

Paul Mares recorded for Gen -
nett with the Friars Society
Orchestra and the New Orleans
Rhythm Kings in the early
'twenties, and later made some
sides for both Victor and Okeh.
His last recording date was in
1935 for Okeh when, with a per-
sonnel which included Boyce
Brown, Santo Pecora and Jess
Stacy, he cut four famous sides,
'' Maple Leaf Rag," " Nagasaki,"
" Land Of Dreams " and " Rein-
carnation," which have since
been reissued (Col. 35880 and
35686)

HORN OF PLENTY, Robert Coffin.
International Bookshop. Price 15s.

PUBLISHED in 1947, this
story of Louis Armstrong is

now matte available in Britain.
It makes good reading and con-

.-ains some interesting data on
Louis's upbringing.

The main fault to be found
with this book is that the author
treats his subject more in the
manner of a novel than a bio-
graphy. He does obviously love
his subject, but his approach is
at times blinded by hero-
worship.

SELMER
SUMMER offer of greet selection of reconditioned
Instruments guaranteed sound. Hire -Purchase

ALTO SAXES low pitch models
Per,ect odr, eto.

etc.

CASH
i s

Sayan& Sp repast E(, relied. top F art 09 25
Holton SpGb USA wasiel replated

A us F fork BS & Ey Art. 0$ etc .. 31
Penn SpGb PAM brown pads etc art 0$ 32 1
Adolphe SpGb Aux F art 06 prleirollers 32 1
Lewin g lac replat ES relied aux Fete 35
Holton g /lac replated repadded aux F as
New Brunswick Adae aux F art G$ etc 37
Dore Sp eery late model cut -away aux P 40
Hawkes EXth copper plate aux F art GS 40
Holton copper plate USA model aux F 40
Martin g ;lac replated ,Yepatided aux F 46
Buescher copper plate replated tux F 45
Selmer liptib septet 677 mad aux F etc 45
Buescher SpGb -Aristocrat" replat ES 52 1
Conn g 1 tinders/nog replat EY aux F etc 70
Conn Mark 8 g 1 replaced ;repadded etc

TENOR SAXES '°' Pitch mwleisperfect order etc
Albert copper plate replateibtiepaisied

80

45 0
Foote copper replated top to art 06 etc 47 10
Sioma gel aux F fork By & ES art 0$ etc 62 30
Dore SpGb French PAM replat irepad 57 10
New Ers g I replated re, ently aux F etc 57 10
Dears', e I "Woe, -  enisted ens '1, 60 0

LONDON SERVICE Showroom open 9-
4.30 except Saturdays

mid -day closing). If you cannot call. write us,
our salesman will call Y pon you one evening
after 2 elebich with "oddly.

TRUMPETS Peri' °d'iscases included
Student 1 dace g, lac slender dance etc.. 12 16
01 tjestic CI teed bore replated as new .. 14 a
New Brunswick g,1 slender dance style 16 10
]Lolls -Dip g 1 9 & y A elide rimless bell .. 20 a
Vega g I super USA model toed boregitly 32 10
Bach clear Lacii iiStriid"oied bore 0 pitch 40 0

PIANO ACC eagulti9"14ncludi
" modelsses
ed

Galani 4 41 1'20 4 treble 1 bass coupler 41 1
Bohner Tango 5 white 2 treble A. 1 bass 50
Scandalli Butterfly white 2 41)1/ '120 .. 85
Organtone black 7 treble with 1 bass .. 77 1
Dallape black 4 voice 6 ;4115 /146 basses 55
Serenelli black 4 voice 11 /41 /3 /120 .bass 85
AMPLIFIERS obaay vnory cOnftdeetc

Truvoiee 7 single 10' speaker soiled .. 15 15
Travoice 15 12' speaker, perfect etc .. 22 10
FA 15 brand new twin WE ike stand etc 31 10
AB 12 twin speaker battery ;nainti port 42 10
(Mod stocks Mikes Units Stands etc eto
GUITARS Spanish lady listsJuly lists
BMI -Tremelo" Suit body ii -pole unit etc 10 0
Badiotone cello 3 -pole fitted unit etc .. 22 10
Abbott flat ff t /bole with ti -pole unit . 23 5
Selmer white cello ff t hole 6 -pole unit 25 0

114-116, Charing A Rd., W.C.2. Tem. 0444
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All the Publisher?
Orchestrations in Stock

WE HAVE THE LARGEST AND MOST
COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF ORCHES-
TRATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

end for Complete Catalogue which embrace
Orchestrations, Instrumental Solos and Methods
Accessories, Music Covers and Music Desks.

Orders of 51- or over C.O.D. If desired.
7, 8 & 9 PIECE ARR. 3/- each
Anvil Chorus Piano Concerto
April Showers Pretty Girl
At Sundown Riff Up Staffs
Begin Beguine Roses Picardy
Birth Blues Rose Room
Black Magic [tannin' Wild
131,1e Horizon Sky Liner
Blue Moon Somebody Loves
Blue Room Southern Fried
Body and Soul Stardust
Can't Get Started Stars Alabama
Carioca Stay As Sweet
Cheek to Cheek Sugar Beat
Cherokee Summertime
Cocktails Two Swamis River
Damask Take Ten
Dancing Dark Tea For Two
Dark Eyes Temptation
Easter Parade Thanks Memory
Got Under Skin That's Plenty
Honeysuckle Rose Time On My Hands
It I Had You To Each Own
In Still Night Tootin' Around
Jazz Club Stomp Two O'clock Jump
Liebestraurue Undecided
Blake Believe Where Or When
Moonlight Serenade Whispering
Mr. Charles Walking My Baby
Natterjack Why Do I Love You
Night and Day Woodcboppere Ball
Pam You'd Be So Nice

DIXIELAND SERIES 3.- each
Ain't Got Nobody Maple Leaf Rag
Alice in Dixieland Memphis Blues
American Patrol (Gold) Milenberg Joy
Canal St. Blues Muskat Ramble
Cher. Marmalade (Gold) Parade of Pieces
Copenhagen Pasadena
Darktown Strut !Gold) Royal Garden Blues
Deep Henderson (Gold) S. Rampart St. (Gold)
Hide and Seek Stumbling !Gold)
Hors D'Oeuvres Strut Miss Lizzie
Sans Band Ball (Gold) Sugar Foot Stomp
Jazz Me Blues Tin Roof Blues
Johnson Rag Gold) Wabash Blues k Gold)
Livery Stable Weary Blues
Long John Stomp .Golth Wolverine Blues

29/31, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1
Tel.: GERrard 3995 (Opposite Frascati's)

'FRISCO
To HOHNER, 9, Farringdon Rd.. E.C. I.
Please send details of these wonderful
NEW Trumpets and Trombones, to

Address

Usual Dealer

&Inletreaepet

7HA1TDCK
CUP MUTE
Trumpet 30/ -
Trombone 38/6
SOLOTONE
Trumpet 24/9
Trombone 31) -
CHARLIE SPIVAK
WHISPER UTE
Trumpet 30/.
Trombone 38/6
SONG MUTE
Trumpet 23/6
Trombone 301 -

TONAL COLOUR
Trumpet 301 -
Trombone 38/6
STRAIGHT MUTE
Trumpet 1719
Trombone 2316
DORSEY STRAIGHT
Trumpet 17)9
Tromood..
DORSEY PLUNGET
Trumpet 'Si
Trombone 19/ -
PRICES INCLUDE P.S.
Regd. in Gt. Britain

c.Ce/ a-ot &greet
AND NAME OF YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST
sein, 114 -PG. CHARING CROSS RR

LONDON. W. C.2.el.

MUSICIANS WANTED 6d. per word
BAND OF 2 KRRC requires Instru-

mentalists, particularly boys between
15 and 17 years. who wish to make
music their career. Suitable applicants
entered for year's course at R.M.S.M.
Applications and enquiries:-Band-
:nester R. Rodgers, A.R.C.M., 2 KRRC,
Assays Barracks. Tidworth, Hants.

BASS, doubling Vocals or Instru-
ment preferred, not essential; per-
manent, Palais.-Box 2896, " M.M."

CELEBRATED MILITARY Band of
well-known engineering works have
vacancies for all Military Band in-
strumentalists, especially French
Horn, Bass and Bassoon, also String
Players, doubling Military Band in-
strument. Employment found; bonus
to suitable musicians.-Box 1464,

DANCE VIOLINIST, " Grappelly "
stylist (Sax double preferred); hotel.
permanency. Particulars, photo-
graph, to:-Maurice Little, George
Hotel, Edinburgh. 'Phone: Central
6811 (evenings).

DRUMS/VIBES for Ilford Palais.
cons. August 3rd.-'Phone: Les Ayling,
Mountview 6319.

OPPORTUNITY: Two keen Trumpet
Players for regular Broadcasting
Band, now on South coast. Fullest
details. Immediately. - Box 2887.

PIANIST and Reed Players required
by fine Cavalry Band, Engagements
and broadcasting; duties entirely
musical; enlistment necessary.-Apply,
Bandmaster, 3rd. Carabiniers, Tid-
worth, Hants.

STAFF BAND "Cambrai " Royal
Tank Regiment. A few vacancies
exist for first-class instrumentalists,
re -enlistment or transfer. Permanent
station, band pay and good engage-
ments. Vacancies also for boys, ages
15-174.-Apply, Band President, Royal
Tank Regiment, Bovington. Camp,
Wareham, Dorset.

TENOR, doubling an asset. per-
manent.-Les Bayliss, Ritz, Man-
chester.

TRUMPET WANTED, resident, five
nights per week, all year round, for
West Mid. Ballroom-Box 2894.

VACANCIES EXIST for the follow-
ing Instruments in the Band of
Marine Mountings, Ltd.: Bassoon. Bb
Clarinets, Cornets. Horns, Trombone.
Euphonium and Basses. Employment
will be found for suitable applicants.
Apply: Musical Director, Marine
Mountings, Ltd., Swindon Rd.. North
Wroughton, near Swindon, Wilts.

WELL-KNOWN LONDON Rhythm
Club, operating every Sunday. requires
young, keen semi -pro. Musicians: to
form Jazz or Dixieland Band.-Box
2892, " M.M."

VOCALISTS WANTED 6d. per 'cord
A VOCALIST/Compere, also attrac-

tive girl Vocaliste. Details, photo.-
Box 2893, " M.M."

SITUATIONS VACANT idtierruord
KEYBOARD FITTER for Selmer's

new electronic musical instrument-
"The Clavioline." Would suit adapt-
able young man who can handle tools.
and has a practical interest in key-
board instruments. Apply:-Handcraft
Radio, Ltd., 114-116, Charing Cross
Road, London. W.C.2.

MANAGER OR MANAGERESS for
sheet music shop for West End. Good
salary with excellent prospects. Write,
statingi qualifications.-Box 2891.

WANTED: Smart person to learn
the specialist musical trade of Mute
Making. Five-day week, good wages.
Apply personally.-Henri Selmer, 114.
Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

BANDS WANTED " per word

NORTH WEST district Known Band
wanted. Personality showman Leader
(Palais experience), 3 Brass. 4 Saxes,
Rhythm section, with lady Vocalist
preferred. 6 nights a week only.
Terms and particulars in confidence.-
Box 2888. ' M.M."

BANDS fid. per word
ALL BANDS-all functions-always

WILCOX Organisation. -4, Earlham
St., W.C.2. Temple Bar 1762/3/4.

BILLY WALLER'S Band.-Col. 4918.
HOWARD BAKER Bands and

Cabaret. One-night stands or resi-
dent.-S9, Glenwood Gardens, Ilford.
Valentine 4043, or Temple Bar 7662.

JACK LAWRENCE Orchestras:
Modern, Old -Time. Classical.-Brixton
7233: Mayfair 6883.

LONDON'S BEST. - Fred Hedley's
Band. -50, Lavenham Road, S.W.I8.
Putney 7643.

LOU PREAGER'S Ambassadors
Band. specially chosen combination;
one-night stands anywhere. - Lou
Preager's Presentations, 69. Glenwood
Gardens, Ilford. Val. 4043.

RON FRANCIS BAND FOR GIGS,
OR 3 PIECE.-NOR. 4704.

TRIO VACANT, Sussex and London
district. -89, Langeny Rd., Eastbourne,
Sussex.

VICTOR STRATFORD Dance Or-
chestra (3-7 piece).-Met. 8223, even-
ing For. 4483.

DRUMS 6d. per wnrr'
DOC HUNT for Premier Drums!
DOC HUNT for Premier Drums!
DOC HUNT for Premier Drums!
DOC HUNT for Premier Drums!
DOC HUNT for Premier Drums!
nOC HUNT for Premier Drums!
COLLAPSIBLE BASS Drum and

case. £5; drum kit, £15. S.A.E. for
bargains.-Johnny Frost, 5, Norman -
ton Ave., S.W.19. Wim. 4594.

FOOTE HAS IT! Finest stock
Modern Bass and Snare. Tom -Toms,
Cymbals and all accessories. Free
bargain list. Easiest terms.-Chas.
E, Foote, Ltd., 40, Rupert St., W.1.
Ger. 1811.

VIC O'BRIEN, Drum reducing.
B.D. and S.D.. plastic finishes, ex-
pert work. -100, Gt. Russell St., Lon-
don, W.C.1 (nr. Dominion). Lan.
8316. Sets. 2 p.m.

VIC O'BRIEN, Vellums, 25/- to 50/-.

SOUND EQUIPMENT 6d. per word

TAPE-RECORDING Amplifiers. 10
ens. and 16 ens.: 35 Kc/s. Oscillator
Units, 2 gns. Agents required, S.A.E.
inquiries.-Harding Electronics, 120a,
Mora. Rd. Cricklewood. London.

MUSICAL SERVICES " per word
SONGS WANTED.-Send 2.Lcl. stamp

particulars to Excel Songwriters'
Bureau, Excel House, Whitcomb St..
W.C.2.

MUSIC 6d. per word

PIANISTS, let us keep you posted
with all the Top Hits regularly.-
Write for details. Top Ten Club. 33,
Darlincton St.. Wiean

WANTED: Old -Time library.-Box
2895, " M.M."

PHOTOGRAPHS 9d. per word

ARMSTRONG, ORY, Mutt Carey.
James P. Johnson, Teagarden, Her-
man. 10 x 8 photographs, 2/- each.
6 for 10/ -.-Rowe. 88, Stag Lane.
Edgware, Middlesex.

RECORDS WANTED 6d.perw""f
LONDON JAZZ CLUB will pay good

prices for your disposals. -82, High
St., N.W.8. Primrose 6725.

IN MEMORIAM 9d, per word
GARDNER. In memory of Freddy

Gardner. a good friend and a fine
Musician. July 26th, 1950.-Steve
Race.

IN MEMORY OF FREDDY
GARDNER, who passed away July
26th. 1950. A great Musician and
friend to all.-Max Abrams.

SPECIAL NOTICES 9d- Per "'"'"
DAVID WHITEFORD, Drummer/

Leader, completing six months with
Tom Fossetts Circus; free from Oct.
-22a. Baylin Road, London, S.W.I8.

GERALDO SCHOLARSHIP.-Appli-
cations for entry to be made not later
than July 31, to: Geraldo Scholarship,
Central School of Dance Music, 15.
West Street. W.C.2.

SANDY SAUNDERS back in town.-
Tudor 1895.

TONY CARR'S Concert, Dance.
Colonade, Carrissima Orchestras.
Fleetwood Corporation Sept., 1949-51.
-Blackpool 24638.

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED 4d. per '-'"rd
ACCORDION amplified, car. Dance

trio available.-Bri. 6091.
ALTO, TENOR, Clars., car.-Bill

Janson, Byr. 0812.
BASS.-BARTON, Fulham 6759.
BASS.-BENJAMIN, Brixton 8524.

Transport.
BASS,-Tottenham 5985.
BASS; Transport.-Feltham 3857.
BASS.-Tul. 5097.
BASSIST.-Gla. 0511.
BOB GALLIMORE, Electric Guitar:

also Dance/Latin American Quartet.-
Arn. 2279.

DRUMMER experienced.-Clissold
3133.

DRUMMER, reader, library, trans-
port.-Kingston 3024.

DRUMMER, released R.A.F. middle
August, desires resident dance engage-
ment. Excellent show kit, 12 music
desks, reader. London or South pre-
ferred. Photos and details on request.
-30, Diamond Road, Watford.

DRUMS/BASS, experienced, trans-
port.-Derwent 8104 (evenings).

DRUMS,-Bee 5674.
DRUMS / VOCALS.-Reg. Clamtree.

Gra. 5453.
EXPERIENCED String -Bass Player,

age 38. desires position with Works
Orchestra dance/straight); good in-
strument.-Box 2879, "M.M.'

GUITAR, electric/rhythm.-Brixton
3508.

OBOEIST, ex-reg. Army, aged 38.
desires re -enlist Staff Band.-Box
2869, " M.M."

PIANIST.-Car.-Colindale 4918.
PIANIST/ARRANGER now vacant.

Jazz stylist; small combination pre-
ferred, or solo.-Pete Doe, c/o North
Wales Holiday Camp, Elwy Hall, Den-
bighshire.

PIANIST, DRUMMER. - Elmbridge
8990.

PIANIST / HAMMOND Organ.
modern dance style, would work with
small outfit or solo.-'Phone: Becken-
ham 0300. 10-1.30.

PIANIST, Library.-Key. 7847.
PIANIST.-Shepherd's Bush 6820.

3605.
PIANIST.-Sta. 9596.
PIANIST.-Tot. 4050.
PIANIST.-Vic Mundy, Maids Vale

2726.
TENOR, car, library.-Wax. 2742.
TENOR.-Euston 7900.
TENOR / LEAD Violin. - Mannie

Morris, Terminus 3785.
TENOR. Second Alto.-Pop. 6715.
TENOR.-Wembley 8420.
TROMBONE.-Liv. 4742.
TRUMPET.-Hon. 4856.
TRUMPET, reliable, library, ampli-

fication.-Ste. 3665.
TRUMPET, read/busk; gigs.-Prim-

rose 4210.
TRUMPET. read/busk.--Sou. 1977.
VIOLINIST, S/D. specialiser In

Gipsy Music, car.-Ham. 1541,

TUITION Pd. Per weed
AUBREY FRANK'S personal tuition

Alto and Tenor Sax. S.A.E.-192, The
White House, Regent's Park. N.W.1.

BRITAIN'S B E $ T Saxophone
Teacher. Postal or personal Tuition.
beginner. moderate, advanced courses.
Timing, Technical Studies. Music free,
low fees, patience unlimited, Syllabus
--Leslie Evans (directing three ad-
vanced student orchestras), 275. Col-
nev Hatch Lane. N.11. Ent. 4137.

BRITISH COLLEGE of Accordion-
ists. The centre of British Accordion
music. Expert tuition by experienced
teachers for all grades day and even-
ing. College Accordion Orchestra re-
hearses every Wed. evening. Modern
Rhythm Courses, diploma prepare-
tidn. Beginners' Orchestra, etc.-Full
details of all college activities from
Secretary, British College of Accor-
dionists, 9. Farringdon Rd.. London.
E.C.1. Holborn 8650.

BURMAN (NAT). Personal Drum
Tuition, Bop, Dixie, Swing.-S.A.E
88a. Edgware Way, Edgware 7568.

CENTRAL SCHOOL of Dance Music
has become Britain's Academy of Jazz.
Principal Ivor Mairants says: " Every
facility exists for the budding dance
musician and vocalist in our sound-
proofed studios." Student Band.
Trumpet Quartets, Brass. Saxophone
and Rhythm Sections, Harmony and
Theory Classes. Recording. All under
the country's most brilliant teachers
-Send for free prospectus to Secre-
tary. 15, West St., Cambridge Circus.
W.C.2. Temple Bar 3373.

CLASS TUITION in Clarinet. Saxo-
phone, Trumpet, Drums, Guitar, etc
Moderate fees. Well known tutors.
New terms starting September. Apply:
-W.M.A., 17, Bishop's Bridge Road.
W.2.

FREDDY CLAYTON for the finest
personal, class, postal Trumpet tui-
tion. -22, Greville Place, N.W.6.
Maida Vale 4560.

GEORGE EVANS for the only real
arranging tuition. -91, Clifford Road.
Hounslow Middlesex.

GEORGE SWIFT, Trumpet Vir-
tuoso, for tuition. - Green Gates,
Gordon Av., Stanmore. Grimsdyke 696

IF YOU CAN SING, Maurice Bur-
man will do the rest. Microphone
and wire recording.-Euston 1200.-
S.A.E., 299, The White House, Albany
Street. N.W.1.

JOHNNY SHAKESPEARE, Trumpet
Tuition, advanced or beginner. -51.
West Kensington Mansions, W.14.
Fulham 9639.

JULES RUBEN (Hermanos Deniz
Cuban Rhythm Band), B.B.C. and
Decca Artiste, can teach you to play
your favourite piano style with ease
and confidence-by his own systematic
and infallible method; personal
tuition Interview without obligation.
-5a. Woodchurch Rd., West Hamp-
stead, London, N.W.6. Maids Vale
3164.

PIANO SYNCOPATION, personal
tuition. Studios W.1, S.W.19, Pro-
spectus.-Lib. 5770.

TROMBONE TUITION, all types, by
Don Lusher. -32, Christchurch House
Streatham Hill. Tulse Hill 4210.

Classified Advertisement Rates
Traders' Announcements under any
heading, 9d. per word.
Please allow for 2 extra words if Box No. is
required and add Id- for our fee heri-in.
All Small Advertisements must be pre-
paid, and sent to: Classified Advt. Dept.,

, "The Melody Maker," 96, Long Acre,
London, W.C.2. Temple Bar 2468, Ex. 282

DANCES 9d. per word
JOE DANIELS presents on Saturday.

August 4, 7.30, at Assembly Hall,
Pinner, two Bands: Len Beadle's Jazz
Band, winner of the 1950 N.F.J.O. Jazz
Contest, and the famous River Mouth
Jazz Band from Newcastle. Admission

-. Car nark.
OZZI DACOSTA Sextet.-St. Pancras

Town Hall, August Bank Holiday. 7.45-
11.30. Admission 4/6.

CLUBS 9d. per word
AAAAH ! A BIG Holiday Show, this

Sunday, 4-7, at the Downbeat. Ronnie
Scott. Ronnie Ball, Leon Calvert,
Tony Crombie, Johnny Rogers, Harry
Robins All -Stars; plus Wellingboro
Modern Music Club Sextet. -41, Gt.
Windmill St., Piccadilly Circus.

AAAH! FABULOUS FELDMAN Club,
100, Oxford St., Sunday. Another
terrific session!! Kenny Baker and
his Band, Jimmy Skidmore, Vic Ash.
Tubby Hayes, etc. Also the Tantalis-
ing Tempos of Harry Mead's Cubana-
Boppers (5 -piece). Maurice Burman.
Join now! 5/-, S.A.E.-9, Oakleigh
Gardens, Edgware, Middx.

A JAZZ SESSION!! tonight, with
the terrific Charlie Galbraith's Jazz-
men and guests.-Dutch House.

ACADEMIC HAMMERSMITH Club,
Monday, Exhilarating Freddy Harper
Group with Dave Davani. Dancing.
Bar.-" Prince Wales," Dalling Rd.,
I near Town Hall).

AT ISLEWORTH, Thursday. Sensa-
tional attraction! KENNY GRAHAM'S
AFRO CUBISTS, 8-11.-" Jolly Gar-
deners," Chi. 0848.

AT SOUTHALL, Tuesday. All -Star
Musicians Night! Dave Davani
Group.-" White Hart."

AT THE COOKS Ferry, Sunday,
July 29. 7-10. Back again! Mick
Mulligan and his Magnolia Jazzband,
with George Melly; also something
new, " The Hill City Stompers." Fully
licensed bar. Buses 144, 84, 34, 102
stop at the door.

BOP SHOP. Lennie Metcalf All -
Stars with Lennie Bush, Len Williams
Quartet, Tuesday, 7.30.-" Rose and
Crown," Tottenham (opposite Royal).

CAMBERWELL, FREE! Every night
and Sunday lunchtime. Bunny Lee
resident. Musicians invited.-" Marl-
borough " (behind Town Hall).

CHRISTIE BROS. Stompers. L.J.C.
debut August 11th. Book this date.

CHRISTOPHER BARBER'S Brilliant
Boys, every Tuesday, at Wood Green.

DELTA JAZZ CLUB, 6, New Comp
ton St., W.C. Saturday and Sunday
Jazz. Saturday, 28th, 8-11: Eric Silk's
Southern Jazzband. Sunday, 29th,
7.30-10.30: Charlie Galbraith's Jazz-
men. Membership 2/-. Admission
3/-.

(DEVASTATIN) BACK home to
Wood Green, this Sunday.

FREDDY CLAYTON'S Richmond
Rhythm Club. on holiday. Resuming
Sunday, August 26th,

KENTON-ANTON CLUB. Kenny
Graham's Afro -Cubists, Calvin Gray
Sextet, Bix Curtis. " White Lion
Hotel, Edgware Road (hospital end),
Edgware, Sunday, 12 noon. 3/-.-48,
Hazeldean Road, London, N.W.10.

LEICESTER SQUARE Dance Hall
for hire.-Whi. 3678.

LONDON JAZZ CLUB, 100. Oxford
St., W.I. Saturday and Monday
sessions. Britain's Premier Jazz
Club. This week, Graeme Bell's
Australian Jazzband. Membership
3/6d., S.A.E.-4, Earlham St.. W.C.2.

STUDIO Si, 10/11, Gt. Newport St..
W.C.2. FRIDAY: Joe Muddel Group,
Johnny Rogers. SATURDAY: " '51
Festival Stars." chosen by Les Perrin;
Ronnie Ball Trio with Tony Kinsey.
SUNDAY and WEDNESDAY: Kenny
Graham's Afro -Cubists, Ronnie Ball
Trio. Resident compere,
Membership 3/-.

" THE KENTON STORY." 20 -
page book includes discography. Send
l'2d. to:-Bix Curtis, 48, Hazeldean
Road. London, N.W.10.

"THE RECORD COUNTER" pre-
sents Saturday afternoon sessions
with dancing), 1-4 p.m. Admission

6d. Unissued Getz, Kenton, Konitz,
Herman, Parker, Peterson and current
issues stocked. Special session Bank
Holiday Monday, 1-4 p.m. -10/11. Gt.
Newport St. (off Charing Cross Rd.).

THE SAINTS!! at Wood Green Sun-
day week.

WOOD GREEN! Suburbias Leading
Jazz Club. Tuesdays and Sundays.
Dancing, Buffet, Bar, Guest stars,
records, etc., plus (Devastating Joe
Daniels and Christopher (Buzz)
Barber.-" Fishmongers Arms " (two
minutes from Tube),

INSTRUMENT REPAIRS 9d. per word
HOHNER SERVICE for repairs is

completely comprehensive. Brass.
Woodwinds. Saxophones. Percussion,
as well as Piano Accordions and Boh-
ner Chromatic Harmonicas. Expert
craftsmen only.-Rohner. 9, Farming -
don Road, E.C.1. Hol. 8650.

LEW DAVIS specialises in the over-
haul and repair of Saxophones and
Clarinets. Gold lacquering, S.P.-
G.B.; guaranteed seven day's service.
-134, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
Temple Bar 6562.

THE FINEST repair shop in the
trade for all Woodwind Instruments.
We are experts at repairing Saxo-
phones, Clarinets, Flutes, Oboes and
Bassoons; complete satisfaction
guaranteed, both in the quality of
work and price. Write, call or 'phone.
--Howarth and Son. 96, Seymour
Place, W.I. Pad, 8113.

INSURANCE 9d, per word
FOR " ALL RISKS" Insurance of

instruments: W. C. Collins and Co..
14, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4 (City
68751. For up to £50. Annual pre-
mium 11/6d. For values over £50, 1/ -
per each additional £5 required. Fire.
Life, Motor insurance. Terms quoted
on application.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE 6d, Per w6r,
CONN ALTO Sax, perfect. case, £30.

-99, Newhouse Road, Blackpool,
CONN TENOR. £60: Selmer B.A.

Tenor, relacquered, £70. No offers.-
Tudor 7396.

JACK FALLON has Bass for sale.
used on broadcasts, recordings, £35.-
Gul. 5870.

LESLIE SHEPPARD offers the
following fine Oboes this week: Cabart
Tip. Conservatoire, £85; Triebert T/p.
Conservatoire, £95; Couesnon Conser-
vatoire, £72; Selmer Boehm, £65'
Lamy Artists. £45; Couesnon s's., £33.
Remember the Stars buy here! Full
approval, carriage paid. Terms avail-
able throughout Britain.-Leslie
Sheppard, Musical Instruments, Bur-
gess Hill, Sussex. 'Phone: 3041.

PAY AS YOU PLAY.-Dance Band
Instruments on hire-purchase terms:
every make and type of instrument
available; large stocks of multi --
coupler Accordions, including Dallape.
Ranco, etc. State your exact require-
ments.-Jennings, M.M.2. 100, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Temple
Bar 2857.

MOUTHPIECES 6d. per word
AMERICAN BRILHART Streamline

Tonalin, 4 -star, Alto, top screw liga-
ture and cover, unmarked; Berg
Larsen Alto 85, new; with one dozen
Vandoren Alto Reeds, £5 only. -26.
Pembridge Cres., London, W.11

HARRY HAYES will buy that
Mouthpiece you are not using. Send
It for valuation. -20. Romilly St W.1

LEW DAVIS OFFERS
JULY SALE BARGAINS

PIANO ACCORDIONS, 120 BASS
Radiocini, 3 voice, treble mar., perfect .. £24
Pancotti, 4 voice, treble mar., perfect .. 125
Rohner, "Carmen," 4 voice, trek., cplr. pert. 227
Settimio Soprani, 3 voice, treble epic., pert. £26
Paolo Soprani, 4 voice, treble erIe., pert .. 230
Settimio Soprani. 'Cardinal.' 4 voice, mar. .. 1242
Burrini, 4 voice, treble and bass. cpIrs. .. £45
Bohner, Tango 5, 3 cuffs.. blue 248
Frontalini, 'Celeste.' 140 bass, 3 cubs. .. 150

H.P. Terms. All with cases.

DON'T MISS THIS BARGAIN
Gelanti, late model. 120 bass. 5 treble.
2 bass couplers, black, streamline, in perfect

condition. New price £127
Snip £80. Deposit £20. 19 - week(y.

LEW DAVIS PRODUCTS LTD.
134, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2

Phone: TEMple Bar 6562

Old Time
SHELAGH

Glenmona

SLEEPY MOON
Sherrie Saunter

HERE, THERE AND
EVERYWHERE

Naval 3 Step or Marine 4 Step

MAJANAH
Eugene or Square Tango

Featured by HARRY DAVIDSON
in "THOSE WERE THE DAYS"

F.O. 3/6 EACH

DIX LTD. 8' "L Mc:11347.u..

THE

SAXOPHONE SHOP
JOHN PAUSEY
ALTO SAXOPHONES

GOLD LACQUERED. THOROUGHLY RECON-
DITIONED, FULL ARTIST MODELS, IN CASE
Selmer Radio Improved 250
Conn
Conn, Conqueror .. £75
Couesnon . 225
Martin .. £40, £50, £80
King, Zephyr

135XXth Century 530
Nickel plated, low pitch, F.A.M. 1112

TENOR SAXOPHONES
GOLD LACQUERED, THOROUGHLY RECON-
DITIONED, FULL ARTIST MODELS, IN CASE
Martin, nickel keys, late
Ring
Conn 275, Mk.10
York

£85
£60
£95
£60
255

XXth Century .. .. .. 255

Buescher Tenor, G.L.. F.A.M., perfect .. 255

All instruments on 7 days' approval. Part
Exchange, Hire Purchase. Instruments Bought,
Overhauls. Repairs, Silver-plating, Gold Lacquer-
ing, Saxophone. Woodwind and Brass Repairs
while you wait.

MOUTHPIECES Clarinet. Alto,
Tenor, £417e. 6d. ,Post tld.), Baritone, £6 10s. 9d.

156, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2
(Opp. FELDMAN'S, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS)

Phone : TEMple Bar 9919

FOOTE
Guitar, 6 ate., new condition, no case .. 28 10
Guitar, Mohawk 'cello model, as new .. 214 10
Goiter, Abbott Victor, New Burlington 949 10
Bass, Chamber size, good tone .. 525 0
Base, German fiat back, excel. condition £39 10
Bass, French swell back, violin shape .. 269 10
Alto, Hollywood, L.P., artiste's model £19 10
Alto, Armand, ply. G.L., full art., pert. 232 10
Alto, Conn Sik.8, ply. G.L., late, as new £79 10
Tenor, Manhattan, 8.P., L.P.. fine cond. 536 10
Tenor, Selmer Adolf. G.L., fun artiete's 552 10
Tenor, Boettcher, newly (1.L., full art. 272 10
Clarinet, Lafleur, B9 Bcehm, 17 /6, good 122 10
Clarinet, Buffet, Bp Boehm, L.P., pert. £29 10
Trumpet, 8.P., Rot. ch. to A, pls. .. ill 10
Trumpet, Professional, G.L., slender .. 215 10
Trumpet, Buescher, nly. G.L., fine taste. £22 10
Trombone, brass, good slide 115 0
Trombone, Varsity, G.L., L.P., med. br. 222 16
Drum Kit, Bop 20' BD, all new accees. £25 0
Bass Drum, 24 x 13, Lafleur. white .. £11 10
P./Ace., Boselli, 130141;3, push .. 229 10
P. 'Ace.. Scandalli, 130 base, 3 cplr, .. £49 10
EASIEST TERMS-Bend for FREE bargain
list of your instruments. Oats. till 3. Ger. 1911
CHAS. E. FOOTE, Ltd., 49, RUPERT ST., W.1

9oete lead it!

-A NEW SERVICE!-
Specially designed for those players
who can't get to the West End

KEN TOOTELL
Musical Instrument Repairs,
Lacquering, Overhauls, etc.

Ken Tootell will personally collect
your instrument and deliver It to
your home on completion-on all
overhauls and lacquering. Expert
advice on the spot. Write or phone.

20 ROMILLY STREET,
LONDON, W.1. GER. 2038
This only applies to the Greater
London area, others please write for

details

DRUMS
DOC. HUNT says: "I think
my Drum Service is sharp stuff,
but I welcome advice on how it
can be improved to suit YOU."

* SERVICED
* REPAIRED
* REDUCED
* RESPRAYED
* BOUGHT/SOLD
* EXCHANGED

L. W. HUNT DRUM CO. LTD.
The Drummer's Headquarters

10111, Archer St., Shaftesbury Ave.,
London. W.1. GERrard 8911
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THE MODERNISTS SAY:

SEEING that, excepting for a
telegram in last week's

" MM," everyone seems so
pleaSed with the Modernists'
Concert at the Festival Hall, I
feel that I must express my
Views.

First, either the acoustics are
very bad or else the volume was
deliberately turned down. From
where I was sitting in the front
stalls I couldn't hear any of the
soloists properly except Albert
Hall, who happened to be directly
facing me. Kenny Graham I
didn't hear at all. The only
orchestra that managed to get
the benefit of the sound was Vic
Lewis.

Secondly, Vic Lewis's contribu-
tion could hardly be called
" Modern Jazz," I could have
been listening to the BBC Variety
Orchestra and not known the dif-
ference. I walked out through
the last number with many
others-and not to catch a train.

Lastly, congratulations to Toni
Anton and his Progressive
Orchestra for a very good try,
especially in the " Sherwood's
Forest " number. This is theonly band now left to carry on
the good work.-L. Pen fold, Felt -
ham. Middlesex,
I WAS BORED'

IF this was modern jazz-then
I am a traditionalist. I had

previously considered my musical
tastes in the jazz idiom fairly
catholic. But boredom I cannottolerate.

And boredom was the chief
emotion resulting from the
Modernists' contribution to the
Festival concerts.

I did stay to listen to it all-
but apart from Dankworth and
Burns (Tito), found the ro-
gramme more worthy of a pier
pavilion at a seaside resort.

What a farce to call it jazz!
-John Meyriek, Thaxted, Essex.

We thought that concert
was a farce!'
y WAS astounded. when I
I attended the Festiva l
Modern Jazz Concert, to hear
the great Johnny Dankworth
playing such obvious commercial
music that I fail to see how he
could be included in a concert
of this description.

His programme consisted
mainly of two crooners, of a type
which can be heard with any
normal dance band. Dankworth
also rendered a long-drawn-out
solo attempting to show us why
he was voted a top musician.
Granted he was technically bril-
liant, but rarely did it broach
the subject of monern jazz.

As for Vic Lewis, I was dumb-
founded by his contribution. It
was made plain by most of the
audience what their opinion was
-they left before the end !

After Toni Anton's great per-
formance with his orchestra, I
very much doubt if Lewis will
ever again be heralded as a
" near -Kenton " favourite.

For the other groups I have
nothing but praise for some
really good music-with special
honours to Tito Burns and Toni
Anton. - M. S. J. Downing,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
A REGRETTABLE AFFAIR

IVENTURE to suggest that the
numbers played by Vic Lewis

during the Modern Jazz Concert
at the Festival Hall in no way
resemble any form of jazz,
modern or otherwise.

In fact some, such as " Yes
We Have No Bananas," could not
even be considered as. dancemusic, but would have to be

. . and the film
show was a fiasco'

HAVING witnessed the fiasco
advertised by the LUJF as

" Jazz on Films," I should like
to protest publicly against the
quality of the films and the
manner in which they were
presented.

I use the word fiasco advisedly;
within the first few minutes of
the performance I attended, some-
body asked for - and received-
his money back. The audience
showed its disapproval of the
films by ironic clapping, and the
tone of speech of the MC, Sinclair
Traill, was decidedly apologetic.

It was self-evident that the
tastes of the people present varied
considerably, but it was also self-
evident that only during the
showing of " St. Louis Blues,"
featuring Bessie Smith, was more
than the slightest connection
found between a film show and
jazz music,

At one stage Mr. Traill implied
that we were singularly fortunate
in seeing the programme provided
by the two beneficent organisa-
tions, because films featuring
jazz are extremely rare.

This, to people who had paid
5s. for their seats at a show last-
ing only one hour, was virtually
an insult.-B. W. Scudder, Con-
servative Club, Streatham, S.W.16.
HE GOT HIS MONEY BACK

[THAT a farce the NFJO
Jazz on Films " turned

out to be. The films were poor,
the sound was bad, the focusing
was shocking, and to top it all
the projector, kept breaking
down. No wonder one irate per-
son demanded his money back.

This apparent lack of organisa-
tion is not helping to improve thereputation of the NFJO in any
way.-D. Bloch, Bantam. S.W .12.

classified under the broader head-
ing of light music.

In any case, surely it needed
very little forethought to realise
that eight strings balanced, as
they were, against a huge en-
semble of brass and saxes, could
only result in a pathetic and
almost inaudible effect.

Obviously, the ultimate respon-
sibility for this fiasco must rest
with the NFJO, for they must
2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

MELODY
MAKER

MAILBA

The efforts of Mr. H. Lyttelton
caused Cicero to leap excitedly
from one side of the bowl to the
other, peering over the edge at
the end of each bar to blow hot
bubbles into the atmosphere.

When I played the music of a
Mr. Kenton, Cicero rolled himself
into a ball and cowered behind
an ant's -egg, blue about the gills
and in obvious distress.

Next I placed on the turntable
what appeared to be some guitarmusic by a Mr. Paul. Cicero
leaned against the side of the
bowl, yawned and fell asleep.

My last test took the form of a
record by Mr. B. Cotton. On this
occasion Cicero leaped out of the
bowl, asked me huskily for a
pencil and paper as he writhed
on the carpet, and managed to
write with a trembling fin before
he died: " This shouldn't happen
to a swordfish."

G= Can an f u dy yo r read ers explain
this phenomenon?-Ivor Smullen,

=
FIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

Middlesbrough, Yorks.,

FROM BEHIND MY DESK
have been aware that the Lewis
programme was completely un-
suitable for the occasion.

They alone could have pre-
vented the regrettable affair.-
D. Knowles, Coulsdon, Surrey.
THE DIFFERENT VIEW
I AM sure all your readers will

agree that the heartiest ofcongratulations are due to the
NFJO Committee for their presen-
tation of the two wonderfully
successful Festival Jazz Concerts.

Unwittingly, however, they did
show that the concert hall is not
the place for traditionalist jazz.

Musically, the best group in
the second concert was the
Johnny Dankworth Seven. The
most exciting music came from
Tito Burns, who was applauded
enthusiastically, in spite of some
Jacquet howls from one of his
men.

The big anti -climax was, of
course, Vic Lewis. His light
music programme was quite out
of place : the half -empty hall at
the end of his session illustrated
this point vividly.Let us hope that any over-
seas visitors present-including
Leonard Feather-were suitably
impressed with the remaining
groups, most of which did play
some really great music.-L. J.
Brinton, London, S.W.17.
WHAT A SAD STORYI

ITHOUGHT
I would write andI tell you about Cicero.

Cicero was my goldfish.
Wishing to test a theory that

music must have its effects on
even the lowliest of animals, I
bought five gramophone records,
played them to Cicero, and
studied his reactions.

I commenced the experiment
with a work by a Mr. Shearing.
Cicero responded by cavorting
energetically about his bowl with
a look in those large, expressive
eyes which I took as meaning,
" Now if only my scales were like
that. . .  "

WANTED TO BUY
CASH

HIGHEST

CASH
HIGHEST PRICES GIVEN FOR

SAXOPHONES  CLARINETS
TRUMPETS  TROMBONES

ACCORDIONS  FLUTES, Etc.
Phone, write, or send your Instrument to:-

ge99i" 158, CLERKENWELL ROAD,
LONDON, E.C.1

Telephones: TERminus 3201 5 8450

EDMUND() ROS
MARACAS
PRICE CORRECTION
Through circumstances entirely
beyond control, the price of these
well-known instruments was in-
advertently quoted last week as
£1.19.0 inc. P. Tax. The correct
price should have read

£2.5.3
per pair inc. P. Tax, and any in-
convenience caused through the
prite having been mis-quoted is
regretted.
ROSE. MORRIS & CO. LTD.
74-76, IRONMONGER ROW. E.C.1

-" OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS"
(FESTIVAL PROGRAMME SOLUTION)

CLARINETS, TRUMPETS, SAXOPHONES, ETC.
SEND FOR LIST. STATE INSTRUMENT.

OVERHAULS & REPAIRS.
Oar. B.B. 12 5 0 Boehm Syst. 52 15 0
Altos £415 0 Tenors £5 5 0

Special prices for silver plate and gold lacquer.
NYLON DRUMHEADS 29 6. guar. Send old hoop.

MASTERCRAFT4
SOHO ST., OXFORD ST..

LONDON. W.I. Ger. 1604

BARGAINS
ALL TYPES DRUMS,
ACCESSORIES. KITS

Cash or Hire Purchase
Speedy Ma it Order Sery ice. S. A . E. requirements
All Repairs, Renovations. Guaranteed

Best Calf Heads Double -Lapped 30f -
Also Saturdays till 8.0

TED WARREN DRUM SHOP
544 Old Ford Road. Bow, E.3. London
(No. 8 Bus lerrninus) ADVance 1695

Whatever make of instrument
you ploy you should
use only B & H

LUBRICANTS
Specially blended to B & 1-1
specification for use on fine
BRASS and WOODWIND
INSTRUMENTS.

4565 Valve Oil 1/5 bottle
4636 Slide Oil .. .. 1/5
8566 Spring Oil (Sax. & Clar.) 1/5 ,,
8537 Dressing Oil (Woodwind) 2/6
4898 Slide Cream .. .. 2/2 jar
8536 Cork Grease .. 1/- tin
4498 To protect valve action fit a B & H

LEATHER VALVE PROTECTOR to
your trumpet. 8/9 (Tax paid).
From your local dealer or write-

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.
295. Regent Street. London. W.1

NEW ACCORDIONS
Co-operativa de Luxe, 9 Plus, 2

Couplers, with Case ... _168 17
Pietro La Scala, 41,120, 4 Plus, 1

Coupler, with Case ... 65 17
Frontalini, 41 120,4, 4 Couplers,

with Case ... ... 97 10
Busilacchio Diatom°, 21 8 ... 25 11
Busitacchio Diatome, 23 r8 ... 31 4

Hohner Diatome de Luxe, 21 8... 25 13
Hohner, Diatome, 10;4 ... ... 8 5

Signe 'Suiten Accordion... ... 8 2

Hohner Mignon, 17,8, Piano
Accordion 10 11

Part Exchange.

RECONDITIONED ACCORDIONS
Stradella, 120;4, 3 Couplers ... 48 0 0

6 Frontalini, 120 /4, 3 Couplers ... 45 0 0
Settimio-Soprani Cardinal, 120

2 BT. Couplers ... ... 36 0 0
Casali, 120 Bass, T. Coupler ... 35 0 0

O Hohner Verdi III, 120 Base,
T. Cplr.

Geraldo, 120 Bass, T. Coupler ... 30 0 0
O Hohner Tango III, 120 Bass, T.
9

Coupler ... ... 27 10 0

6
Crucianelli, 120 Bass, T. Coupler 27 10 0
Scandalli Scott -Wood III, T. Gplr. 27 10 0

6 Alvari, 48 Bass 12 12 0

H.P. Terms Arranged.

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD.
138;140, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Tern. Bar 9351/5.

WE OFFER
Vandoren, Derue, Pickard, Berg Lar-
sen, Roc, and all makes of Reeds.

1

NEW CASES FOR OLD ! ! I

Send us your damaged musical instrument
case, and let as remake it. Estimates by
return 01 post.

Amplifiers. First -elms new Guitar amps. Cost
over £20. Our price £12/10.

Altos. Choice of two late model Martin "Sky-
scraper," as brand new, Gold Ism. 150.
Silver plated, fAb.

Alto. Conn "un'slung," comp. ovhd. and re
gold lac., as new, fine case, £63.

Alto. Pennsylvania "Special," latest model,
made with under Oct., gold Inc., an new, £47.

Alto. Buescher "Aristocrat" Gold lac., very
late model, Bargain 165.

Guitar. Victor -Abbott "Coronet," in mint
condition, in- ease, £27,

Trumpet. Comet, gold lac., in perfect condition,
complete in case. Bargain, £13/10.

Best Brown Waterproof Pads. Completo Sets.
Clay. 10/6. Alto 13;6. Tenor 16 /6.

H.P. A SPECIALITY.
Same day C.O.D. on all accessories.

Berg Larsen & Roc MOUTHPIECES

DANCE BAND INSTRUMENT SUPPLIERS
24, Rupert St., London, W.1. Ger. 7486.

Near Coventry St. Corner House.)

IF YOU WANT THE
HEAVY SOUND

601
aro"

REEDS WILL HELP YOU

2 High Street. Potters Bar, Middlesex

Y thanksman
and

do 11eee
their

considerate
s r

for olin.1.e
considerate and considerable
replies to my "Modern Jazz and
the NFJO " letter. Thanks also
to Derek Young, although I'd
say that he is too pessimistic by
half.

Most people who go to the Lon-
don Jazz Club are only there to
dance, too, Derek; and the
modernists can claim no corner
in apathy, considering that the
Dickie Hawdon band-one of our
most worthwhile older - style
groups-was recently forced to
disband owing to lack of support.

I was not unaware of the fact
that the NFJO had put out ten-
tative feelers towards modernist
clubs. But I think the limited
response was more often due to
lack of confidence in the Federa-
tion's open-mindedness than to
negative disinterest.

It cannot be denied that the
NFJO has been universally re-
garded as a pro -traditionalist or-
ganisation since its inception,
and despite Mr. Borneman's pro-
tests to the contrary, I can give
any amount of evidence to sup-
port this view.

For example, take the record
poll (mentioned by Mr. Young).
Traditionalist collectors were
offered a formidable array of
fabulous sides to choose from.
Contemporary jazz, however, was
represented by a mere handful of
mostly mediocre titles, all of
which were scheduled for local
release, anyway. Is it any wonder
that the modernists were not
stirred to action?

Even Ernest Borneman himself
lets a sizeable kitten out of the
bag in his very attempts to prove
that the bag is empty. He says
that the NFJO " estimated a con-
siderably lower return " from the
Modernists' concert at Festival
Hall than from the Royal event.

Did the committee honestly be-
lieve that support for modern
jazz is so negligible that a moder-
ately -priced concert in an average -

sized hall was likely to show a
financial loss? Why, the crowd
that attended the "MM " Poll
Winners' Empress Hall concert
(essentially a modern -jazz event)
could have filled
Festival H a 11
three times
over!

But rather
than indefinite-
ly prolong this
debate in print,
I will join Mr.
Borneman i n
concluding with
some construc-
tive suggestions.
Whatever else
may or may not
have transpired
from this, brief
encounter, the
policies of two
jazz societies
(NFJO and the
New Jazz Soc-
iety) have beendeclared in
print.

I sincerely
urge every ad-
mirer of avant-
garde jazz to
study these
texts carefully,
and take the
positive actionof joining oneor other of the
organisations.

I am cplite
sure that the
music does not
lack support in
this country,
but this support
does need to
be organised if
it is to flourish.

For my part,
I intend to join
the NJS, and
also accept Mr.
Borneman's in-
vitation to " get
out from behindthat writing
desk " and add
what I can tothe NFJO.-
Mike Butcher,
London, S.E.6.

6

LEN WOOD MUSICALS
108 Shaftesbury Ave., W.1. Ger. 3884

H.P. (Easy Terms) WITH PLEASURE
 Alto, Selmer, G.L., as new
 Alto, Conn, no. ,net., G.L.. as new
 Tenor. Buescher, G.L., silver keys
 Baritone, Pennsylvania, F.A.M.
 Tenor, Stoma, G.L.. Perfect
 Clarinet, Triebert, Boehm ..

Clarinet, Ludwig, metal, Boehm
 Trumpet, Broadway, 61.1,., as new

.. £40
..
.. 168
.. £28

190
.. £20
.. £14
.. 116

SAX-BRASS-CLARINET
OVERHAULS. REPAIRS, GOLD LAC.

BASS DRUM CUT DOWN TO ANY SIZE,
RE -SPRAYED AS NEW. 10 DAYS'

SERVICE. £5 10s. Carriage Free.

Aixieland &lain Week
CASH OR EASY TERMS

Alto Sax., Selmer Adolph, gold lac., as new .. 836 0 Bp Trumpet, Buescher, American, ell. ptd. .. MO 0
Alto Sax., Rene Guenot, gold lac. .. .. £20 0 HP Trumpet, Bemoan, New Creation, gold lac. 222 0
Alto Sax., Conn, full artist's, gold lac. .. £42 0 BP Trumpet, dance model, gold lac., as new.. 514 0
Alto Sax., Super Dearman, taxi artist's, gold BP Trumpet, Boosey & Hawkers, Imperial

lac.. as new .. .. .. .. .. 545 0 model, gold Ian, as new .. .. .. 235 0
Alto Sax., Selmer, artist's, gold lac. .. . £94 0 BY Trumpet, Super Dearman, g.I., se new .. 120 0
Alto Sax., Buescher, Aristocrat. g.1., as new.. . 570 0 BP Trombone, Lincoln, brand new, Ice. br.,
Tenor Sax., Conn, full artist's, gold lac.,as new 190 0 gold lac., complete with case and mute .. 223 0
Tenor Sax., Selmer, balanced action, gold lac., Piano Accordion, Galardi, 120 base,

as new, with Berg Larsen metal neplece.. 1105 0 three automatic couplers .. .. . £50 0
Tenor Sax., Selmer, full artist's, g.l., acmes.. 187 0 Piano Accordion, Bmelli, I20 bass, with eplr. £26 0
C Melody Sax., Wurliteer, artist's model, sp. 119 0 Mellaphone, York, American, in Bp oil. ptd. £12 0
Drum oatas, complete with 20` x 15" Base BP Clarinet, simple system, 14 keys, I.P. .. 110 0

Drum, condition as new (without eases) .. 127 0 BP Clarinet, Roomy A Hawker, Boehm spot.,
Bass Drina, 24" x 15,, white finish, shop pre -11 or model, condition as new .. .. 150 0

coiled only (without ease) .. .. .. 115 0 BO Clarinet, Bomey & Revokes, Boehm cyst.,
Bass Drum 24' x 15', white finish, shop ebonite .. .. 0soiled

only (without case) . . . . .. 117 0 BP Clarinet, Boehm syst., metal, low pitch .. 116 0
Bass Drum, Carlton King, 20' x 20", cream Boehm Concert Flute, gold seal model, brand

finish.. £18 0 new, in metal, closed G sharp key .. 132 18
Xylophone, Carlton, stage model, 3¢ octave.. 140 0 Bongoes, Edmunds Roe, Tunable, in white,
By Cornet, Dixieland model .. .. .. 112 0 Per pair 88 9 8
13b Trumpet Cornet, Conn, gold lac., as new.. £25 0
BP Trombone, large bore, Savana high and Send for our Bumper Bargain Budget No. 6 just

low pitch, gold lac. .. .. .. .. 821 0 released, post free.
Repairs and re -lacquering to all instruments by the trade'. experts. Estimates free on request. Mention "M.M."

PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED. a.5.- ALDERSHOT and district musicians eau obtain these barges.,
et from the Aldershot branch, 45, Station Road, Tel. 341,

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD 8.10, DENMAN STREET
LONDON. W.1. GER. 1648

The "MELODY MAKER" Free Deposit Scheme
is still at your service and you can prevent possible disappointment if you

avail yourself of it. It is quite simple. Send for details to: -
Free Deposit Service, " Melody Maker," 96 Long Acre, London, W.C.2

DIXIELANDO
$; Shot Gun Boogie 12th St. Rag (Pee $;
6. Tishomingo Blues Wee Hunt)
V Alice in Dixieland Who's Sorry Now r0

b Muskat Ramble Lazy Piano Man
Copenhagen Mocking Bird Rag

4., Jazz Club Stomp Wolverine Blues ft
I. Lonesone & Sorry Sugar Foot Stomp
V Maple Leaf Rag I Ain't Got Nobody

Milenberg Joys American Patrolff
Mississippi Mud Jazz Band Ball

Dr That's a Plenty A La Mode

t Send for full list of Harry Gold and Sid g
Phillips arrangements.

1 :

All at 3 per Set

.1117f, PIC"DHAILY
4(r TEM. 9579 GER. 4016.1788

41 Canal St. Blues Dixie Flyer
Stumbling Feather Brain

INDIVIDUAL
SERVICE

by Norman Maloney recognised es pert
Iv on woodwind and saxophone ma in -

ten a nee and repair, inv tee you to send
him your instrument for repair, re-
conditioni ng,plating, etc. First-class
workmanship at reasonable prices.

Call, phone or write.

NORMAN MALONEY
& CO.

74 Lambs Conduit St., Theobald's
Road, W.C.1 Phone, HOLborn 3547

MUSIC FOR PIANO AT SCARTHS
Piano Style. Steve Race .. 4/3
First Aid Swing Pianists. 3;3
6 Bebop Solos. Fenton .. 2/8
Rube Broom. blagichotd

Method .. 8i -
Blues Method. Paparelli 5,0
Boogie for Beginners.

Paparelli 5/8
8 to Bar. Paparelli .. /6
To Be or not to Bop. Shear-

ing
Man tram Minting. Shearing 2/S
Fourth Duce. Shearing .. 2;8
Consternation. Shearing .. 2 '8

East of Sun. Arr. Shearing 3 /2
Don't Blame Me. Arr.Sharon 3 /2
Very Thought Of You. Arr.

Sharon .. $ 2
Collaboration. Kenton .. /2
Fats Waller Transcription

Alburi(Dinala,Margie, etc.) 3,3
Dixieland Album (Clarinet,

Marmalade, South Ram-
part, etc.)

Stan Kenton Album .. 9/3
Errol Garner, 6 Solo Album 5;8
Jelly Roll, Morton Blues Alb. 4:3
Rhapsody in Blue (complete) 12,6

Alligator Crawl. Waller .. 2;9
Bach Goes to Town. Temple-

ton
Pinetops Boogie -  2/8
Commando Patrol. Read 2:2
Voodoo Moon 2/2
Hors D'Oeuvre. Comer .. 2/8
Muskat Ramble .. 2;8
Mission To Mmeow. Mel

Powell .. 201
Manhattan Serenade ..
3 Preludes. Gershon. 8/11
These Foolish Things .. 2/8
Vipers Drag. Waller .. 2,9

Drum Heads Re -Lapped, by Return 25/ OPEN ALL DAY G. SCARTH LTD. 55. CHARING CROSS ROAD,
SATURDAY LONDON. W.C.2. GER. 7241
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Round the Resorts
FILEY, SCARBOROUGH, BRIDLINGTONDublin promoter challenges

IFM ban on 'foreign' bands
ACHALLENGE to the IFM's ban on foreign bands visiting

Ireland has been made by Sandford Club promoter -secretary
Jimmy Carr. One of the foremost Irish promoters, Jimmy Carr
told the MELODY MAKER: " I have six of the biggest English name
bands under contract, and I will be bringing the Squadronaii'es
here on August 20. I am going to keep bringing them in."

In a letter to the secretary of
the IFM, Mr. Carr says: " As you
are aware, the only British bands
which perform in this country
under my auspices are those
internationally recognised as
outstanding exponents of jazz
and dance music.

" In so far as I personally am
concerned, I must take the
gravest exception to your state-
ment that the incidence of em-
ployment for Irish musicians is
reduced either directly or in-
directly by the performance of
such bands in this country, as
my policy has always been to
employ leading Irish orchestras
who are members of your Federa-
tion to appear concurrently with
the English orchestras I engage.

" My policy, therefore, entails
Increased employment for Irish
musicians."
£20,000 MYTH

He later told the MELODY
MAKER : " I don't want to strain
relations with the Federation,
but I maintain that my policy
does not knock anyone out of
employment.

" I have an arrangement where-
by the local bandleader is paid
at the rate of five hours for his
two-hour stand-and I give him
permission to augment by as
many musicians as he likes and
pay them 8s. per hour -6d. over
the Federation rate."

Speaking of the Federation
statement that so far this year
foreign bands have taken £20,000
out of Ireland, Mr. Carr says :
" My experience is that most of
the English chaps return home
' broke.' They buy enormous
quantities of stuff whilst they
are here."

Of the Federation's clamping
down in Dublin ballrooms, he
said : " We can use the Mansion
House in Dublin to start Irish
tours. Besides," he added, " the
bands usually play Dublin on a
Monday night, which is only a
fill -in --the provinces are the im-
portant part of the tour."
TO CARRY ON

But the MELODY MAKER under-
stands that the IFM's position in
the provinces just now is not so
strong. Said secretary Paddy
Malone : " The situation In the
provinces is not as strong as in
Dublin, but in Limerick we are
at work and hope to have a
strong branch there very soon."

Promoter Carr added : "Defi-
nitely we'll continue to bring in
the bands. The public demand
them (overflow crowds prove
that), and if the IFM insists on
its ban, then I'm afraid it's going
to take money out of its
musician -members' pockets be-
cause I will have to employ non -
Federation bands.

"Up to now I have been de-
lighted to have Federation
bands."

`Bands spend more
than they earn

IN August, British bandleader
Tommy Kinsman will again

be playing at the Gresham Hotel
during Dublin's Horse Show
Week. It will be his fourth con-
secutive annual visit, and he is
wondering how the IFM tan will
affect him.

His contracts were negotiated
by the committees organising the
three separate dates-August 7, 9
and 10-and his six -piece
normally plays opposite an Irish
nine- or 10 -piece.

" I do not expect these engage-
ments will be subject to the ban,"
he told the MELODY MAKER.

" Contracts were signed some
ten months ago, and the func-
tions are of a private nature.

" But I do strongly disagree
with the IFM's contention that
we are robbing the country of
money.

" This annual visit is regarded
by the band as its annual holi-
day. This year I intend flying
over-by Aer Lingus-on Tuesday
next (31st), and staying until
August 16. Last year we played
two nights and stayed a fort-
night.

" Further, the boys bring their
wives and children with them.
And to cover the additional ex-
pense, most of us have arrange-
ments whereby we can draw upon
our savings through Irish banks.

" Far from taking even a frac-
tion of our earnings back with
us, we-and, I am sure, the
majority of visiting bands-spend
at least treble our total Irish
earnings in the country."

No matter what his musical
preferences may be, Bridling-
ton's Spa Royal Hall band-
leader Ceres Harper finds it
pays to hand out corn when
it comes to feeding the
chickens on the smallhold-

ing he has just acquired.

Sartorial splendour for
the George Evans Band
LOOKING very smart in their new uniform, the boys of the

George Evans Orchestra at the Oxford Galleries, Newcastle,
are unperturbed at the possibility of being dubbed the chameleons.

The outfit, costing close on
£500, allows for at least a dozen
changes, and consists of two
suits, light blue and royal blue,
and three different coloured
shirts to each man.

The Lindsay Rennie Five, popu- At one time the sections are
lar Lanarkshire contesting band distinct, the sax team's shirts
which recently lost pianist Nick being red, the trumpets coffee.
Welsh to Duncan Whyte 't Dun- the trombones slate and the
dee, has changed its name to the rhythm section yellow. The stock
Lindsay Rennie Sextet. colours are cream and coffee.

Two new acquisitions are On Saturday, August 18, the
schoolmaster Iain Caull (pno., band will broadcast from the
acc.) and 18 -year -old Charlie Gil- Oxford Galleries at 10.30 p.m. in
mour (alto, bari., clt.). the Light programme, when theyOther members of the group share 50 minutes with Lou
are Bill Denholme, Ramsay Cros- Preager and his Band from
sen (gtr.), Jimmy Carr (drs.), Hammersmith Palais,and Lindsay Rennie himself on
bass. Vocalist is Jackie Cyster.

LINDSAY RENNIE 5
BECOMES SEXTET

) HAIITLEY'S
7,t) FOR INSTRUMENTAL

TUTORS & SOLOS
TROMBONE SOLOS

Ave Maria Dorsey
Brahma Lullaby..
Deep River
Dark Eyes
Didn't Lord Deliver
Down The Slide ..
Joy Wheel

SPANISH GUITAR SOLOS
April Kisses.. ..
Beadle Street Blues.. .. 2/6
Bed of Roses 2 Ai
Feelin' My Way
Harris in Wonderland 2/ -
In Charles Footsteps
I Cried For You ..
Kaleidoscope (Harris)
L Majectic (Mairants)

amanita
Night Birds (Mairants) .. 8/ -
Overhead Dnve Mairants) .. 2/ -
Pepper and Salt (Mairants).. 2/ -
Rainbows End .. 4 /-
Pickin' My Way .. .. 4/ -
Bea Foot Squabble .. 2/ -
Boring Prelude 2 /-

2 /-
.. 2/-

.. 2/ -

Killarney Dorsey.. .. 2/ -
Nobody Knows The Trouble .. 2/ -
Roll Jordan Roll .. 2/-
Slippin' Around . . .. 4/ -
Sometimes Feel Like Motherless

Child /-
Swing Low Sweet Chariot.. .. 2/ -
Three Moods .

Tricky Trombone ..
Star Dust ......S/ -
Stringing the Blues.. .. 4/ -
Tremolo Study .. 3/ -
Tiger Rag .. 2/ -
Mustard and Cress .. 2/ -
Now Is The Hour .. 1/ -

SWING VIOLIN SOLOS
Bakers Doses 2/6
Wild Dog 2/6
Rustle of Spring 2/6

TRUMPET SOLOS
Anthropology 3/6
Bessie Couldn't Help It .. 2/6
By the Bed of River.. .. 2/6
Carnival of Venice .. . 3/ -
Concerto in B Slat Tech. 3/ -

Crazy Valves, Ilona*
Dark Eyee, Elman
Deep River, Elman
Eli Eli, Elman
Melody in F.. ..
Oh Susanna. Elman
Old Black Joe, Elman
Swannee River, Elman
Georgia On My Mind
Goodnight Sweetheart
Holy City ..
Honeysuckle Rose ..
I Ain't Got Nobody ..
If I Had You ..
Life Goes To Party ..
Moaning The Blues..

2/-

.,2/-2/-

.. 2/-
2/-
2/-

..
2/e
2/8

.. 2/0
2/6

.. 2/6
2/6
4/-

.. 2/ -

COMPLETE CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

HARTLEY'S MUSIC STORES LTD. 22. KING EDWARD STREET,
LEEDS, 1. 'Phone: 25505

CAMPBELL CONNELLY'S
SENSATION.' F ARADE OF SMASH HITS !t 1) it IS t

lr WISH WE WERE SWEETHEARTS)

FIFTY YEARS AGO
SHOT GUN BOOGIE

READY SOON :-
A New Harry Gold Arrangement

SMOKY MOUNTAIN 110011:11E
Price 3/ -

CAMPBELL CONNELLY co., 10, DENMARK ST.,
LTD. LONDON, W.C.2

TEMPLE BAR 1653

ANDY CURRIE
NOW AT AYR

Andy Currie (inset), MD for
the Glasgow Berkeley, is now
leading an 11 -piece band at the
management's other ballroom at
Ayr.

Personnel of the band is Jack
Currie and Bill Young (altos),

Geoff Wood andBen McGuire
( trirs.), Tom Hat-
ton and JimJones (tpts.),
B o b Stevenson
(tmb.), JohnClark (pno.,
Clay ioline) , Hugh
R o y (bass),
Jimmy Tull y
(drs.) and Andy
leading on trum-
pet.

niniy also has a trio playing
for the summer months at
Hourston's Restaurant, Ayr, per-
sonhel of which is Bud Scott
(pno.), Ben McGuire (yin.) and
Andy on trumpet.

PROVINCIAL PARS
CONTRARY to last week's state-

ment in these columns, junior
boogie pianist " Sugar Chile "
Robinson will not appear at the
Victoria Hall, Hanley. on August
19, as he is scheduled to appear
at this venue for Arthur Kimbrell
on September 2, together with
the Tito Burns Sextet.

VIC LEWIS and his Orchestra play
a one-night stand at the Orange
Grove Ballroom, Sutton Coldfleld, to-
morrow (Saturday).

NOTTINGHAM semi -pro. six-piecer.
Stan Perkins and his Mayfair Orch-
estra, have been booked for an in-
definite period opposite Don Smith on
Saturdays and holidays at the Astoria
Ballroom.

AUDREY WYNNE, one-time vocalist
with Sidney Jerome in London, Is
currently with the " Festival Follies "
concert party at Par, Cornwall.

JIMMY LONIE (alto and clt.) has
left Lauri Blandford's band at Glas-
gow's Dennistoun Palais to join
Ronnie Munro at Butlin's Holiday
Camp, Ayr. His place is being tem-
porarily filled by Harry Doyle, on
vacation from the Glasgow Plaza.

MRS. CYRIL KIDD, widow of the
Lewis Hill bassist who died shortly
after the band's Contest success at
Manchester, wishes to thank all who
took part in the Benefit Dance which
Lewis organised recently in Hudders-
field. JERRY DAWSON.

Bandleader
George Crow, wpm
first led the Blue
Mariners as a
war -time naval
dance band, is
back beside the
sea. Here is he
chatting with
Dennis Lovell,
general manager
of the Spa, Scar-
borough, where
the band is in
summer resi-

dence.

A Butlin bandleader's life looks pleasant enough to us, judging
by the left-hand picture of Charles Amer and the week's
Beauty Queen of Butlin's Filey Camp. But Ivy Benson in the
right-hand picture gets down to earth between sessions and puts

in some hard work on the garden of her bungalow.

AL WASHBROOKE
AUGMENTS

AL WASHBROOKE, resident
bandleader at the Victoria

Ballroom, Nottingham, is enlarg-
ing his brass and reed teams to
four and five respectively. The
newcomers to the band, now in
its fourth year at the Victoria.
are Paddy Walsh (tmb), and Bert
Wollatt (saxes, flute).

Both are local boys. For the
present they are playing with the
band only at week -ends, but their
engagement becomes a perman-
ency at the end of the summer
season.

Ken Hand, a member of the
Washbrooke t r u m pet team,
reports for his " Z " military
training tomorrow (Saturday).

Last Monday (23rd) the Vic-
toria presented a highly success-
ful ball for the benefit of Arthur
Jepson. the Nottingham cricketer.
These affairs are an annual event,
and this year the ball was
attended by several sports nota-
bilities. including the Nottingham
and Yorkshire cricket teams.

BARNSTAPLE MODERNAIRES
Once again the Modernaires,

one-time " MM " Contesting quin-
tet, are on the stand at the
Assembly Rooms, Barnstaple.

Of the five original members,
three remain-Jack Brooks
(pno.), Joe " Dizzy " Rumson
apt.) and Johnny Briggs (bass).
Between them they possess no
fewer than 18 " MM " Contesting
medals.

Newcomers are Gus Millar
(drs.) and Freddy Sommerville
(alto. clt.).
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FALKIRK CAVALCADE
On Wednesday, August 8, a

Cavalcade of Music, organised by
the local branch of the Musicians'
Union, will take place at the Fal-
kirk Ice Rink.

Bands assembled include a
string combination, conducted by
A. Marshall, the Bohemians, the
Astorians, the Modernaires. the
Hawaiian Group, the Landsdowne
Quartet, the Bunk House Boys,
the Starry Knights, and the Ian
Christie Bop Group.
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KITCHENS
OF LEEDS

NEW JULY LIST
Alto Sax., Dearman, S.P., L.P. . 127 10
Alto Sax., Grafton, Plastic, as new,

complete ... 155 0
Alto Sax., Buescher, L.P., S.P., fl.rge. £45 0
Tenor Sax., Paul Cavour, L.P., S.P.... £50 0
Tenor Sax., Conn, old model, L.P.,

S.P., good 155 0
Tenor Sax., Pan American, L.P.,

S.P., very good ... 860 0
Trumpet, Piccadilly Zenith, G.L. 218 18
Trumpet, B. & H. Regent, S. P.,as new £20 0
Trombone, B. & H., Imperial, C.L.

large bore ... £35 0
Trombone, B. & H., Regent, G.L.,L.B. £25 0
AU above instruments complete in cases.

Hire purchase. Send for latest lists.

R. S. KITCHEN LTD.
27-31 Queen Victoria St., Leeds, I

Telephone No. 2 2 2 22
And at Bradford (Alfred Moore, Ltd.), and

Newcastle (R. S. Kitchen, Ltly
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